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CHAPTER I 
PURPOSE OF THE STUDY 
Statement of !!!! problem. The purpose of this s.tudy is 
to compile and classify a variety of games, devices, poems, 
stories, and other material, which teachers may use as aids in 
the teaching of quantitative situations to children. These 
games and devices have been compiled from numerous textbooks, 
pamphlets, periodicals, methods books, teachers' manuals and 
· courses of study. From this cumulative fund of information, 
' only those games and devices meeting certain specific needs of 
. children have been used. 
Scope £! ~ Study. The study will only be ·concerned 
with games, devices, poems, and stories suitable for use in 
Grades I to VI - with most emphasis placed on the primary 
·grades' material - Grades I to III. 
Justification. There is a need for a compilation of re-
creational material that can be used to supplement the course 
of study in elementary arithmetic. To date, teachers must 
search and glean such materials from many divers sources, which 
take too much of teachers' time and destroy the initial desire 
for use and application of such recreational and social material. 
Skills and understanding have been developed, yet the need for 
applying these skills to the learning situation is wanting, due 
to insufficient materials in textbooks. The fact that a 
teacher can pick out a game suitable to the class level, have 
the children participate in it in order to apply their newly-
("'-. learned skills and understanding, brings a great deal of 
.Pleasure and satisfaction. Such extra assignments are essential 
to thorough work. Fresh problems produce interest and stimulate 
investigation. 
Overview. Ohapter II reviews the research and literature 
which clarifies the need for more and more recreational 
participation by children and adults, and emphasizes the last-
ing pleasures derived from such participation. 
Chapter III explains the methods used in gathering and 
classifying the materials used in this study. 
Shapter IV lists and suggests uses for devices recom-
mended by leading educators, which can be a great aid in 
presenting concrete and semi-concrete quantitative situations 
in the process of teaching arithmetic to children. 
Chapters V, VI, VII, VIII, IX, X, XI, XII, and XIII 
contain suggested games, listed under subject matter for quick 
selection and use. Wherever possible, illustrations have been 
used to clarify procedure in presenting these games to the 
classroom. 
Ghapter XIV contains unclassified recreational material, 
such as general information about number, using number as a 
drawing, magic, or puzzle device. 
Chapter XV records poems of all kinds which deal with 
2 
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quantitative situations, classified from beginning understanding 
of number to more complicated and advanced number processes. 
Chapter XVI gives a list of stories which contain 
:practical quantitative situations to be understood by and 
taught to children. 
·--------~---- -------~------ --
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Arithmetic ~£!meaningful. Arithmetic, in the past, 
has been looked upon as made up of many unrelated and related 
processes, formulae, rules, problems - each presented as a 
separate unit of experience. Only within the past few years has 
the teaching of arithmetic developed to the point where all 
these separate processes, formulae, rules and units have been 
pulled together and studied as an interrelated whole, thus 
making arithmetic more meaningful and more socially significant. y 
Harry Grove Wheat, and many others agree, that arithmetic 
must be learned as a unified system of ideas and modes of attack. 
A successful procedure is that ot proceeding from wholes to 
parts to related wholes. Dr. Wheat emphasizes that the pupil's 
understanding of the processes involved becomes the primary goal 
. of any school course. The pupil's progress in arithmetic should 
be measured by what he understands, not in terms of accuracy 
and speed. 
Number and number operations should be taught in such a 
way that they are meaningful to children, as is emphasized 
y 
Harry Grove Wheat, ~ Psychology ~ Teaching of 
!. Arithmetic (New York: D. c. Heath and Company, 1937), Ch. IX, 
·. p. 158-159. 
4 
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· constantly by Brueckner and Grossnickle. They say that children 
should be given varied experiences to show them how number 
functions in the affairs of daily life. Thus, ,an arithmetic 
program requires a stimulating environment of concrete materials!~ 
.such as chairs, buttons, discs, fruit, money, to give meaning 
·.and significance to the arithmetic being taught. Also, a 
social carry-over is desirable through the experience and use of 
rulers, speedometers, stop watches, clinical thermometers, 
household barometers and other instruments of measure. Brueckner y 
:and Grossnickle suggest that pupils be given the opportunity to' 
participate in school and community affairs, by checking 
•. supplies, banking, keeping attendance and health records, 
participating in paper salvage drives, selling tickets, keeping 
budgets, making trips, tallying elections. Then they suggest 
that pupils also go on excursions and field trips. Motion 
pictures, films and dramatizations, used as instructional aids, 
. can help develop a rich background of knowledge about the social. 
uses of number. 
Thus we get down to the basic fact of trying to make 
arithmetic more meaningful and more attractive to children. 
y 
Leo J. Brueckner and Foster E. Grossnickle, How to Make' 
Arithmetic Meaningful (Philadelphia: John c. Winston Company-;--• 
i 1947), Ch. III, P• 52. y 
Ibid., Ch. IV, p. 102-104. 
---~~ -~--------------------· -·-
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~Margaret Drummond feels that interest and pleasure are the 
:;greatest values for developing number concept in children 
•• (through the use of games and other recreational materials). 
Games, she says, foster a social spirit, and the knowledge of i 
games would lead to a better employment of leisure. §/ 
Herbert F. Spitzer suggests the use of trick problems 
•and puzzles - not as a means of teaching arithmetic, but as a 
.:motivating factor, since children love to solve thea/e. L~llZzles, 
having an almost univ~rsal appeal, says Spitzer, ~e dull 
,' 
arithmetic periods sparkle, and through puzzles and tricks, home 
,, and school are more closely bound, since children try trick 
problems on parents, and vice versa. Thus, Spitzer suggests the 
use of recreational materials to make arithmetic periods much 
i 
more interesting and to generate a great deal of good will. 
Needs ~ satisfactions of ~ individual. In studying 
the social psychology of education, we find that each individual 
has his human needs and desires. For instance: 
1. On the physical level, we find a need for food, 
warmth, and shelter; 
2. On the physiological level, we find a need to satisfy 
y 
Margaret Drummond, The Psycholog~ and Teaching of 
Number (New York: World Book-company, 192 );-ch. VI, p. 'FfF!, p. 83. 
§/ 
, Herbert Frederick Spitzer, The Teaching of Arithmetic 
1 (Boston: Houghton-Mifflin Company, l94S"}", Ch. Xfii-;-p. 357-360. 
6 
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hunger and thirst, and a need for rest and change; y 
On the psychological level, as c. M. Fleming points 
out, the human being desires -
a. Security (need of a stable environment, need to be 
accepted by group, need for affection and admira-
tion). 
b. Responsibility (need for personal independence, 
need to increase self-respect and insure social 
approval). 
c. New experiences (need for adventure, fresh things 
to do, fresh interests, fresh knowledge, gradual 
conquest of new skills, satisfactory excursions 
into the unknown, combined with recognition and 
admiration of group. This same need is sooner or 
later met by the use of vocations, occupations, 
hobbies, games, and by leisure pursuits of various 
kinds). 
This need for new experiences coupled with its feelings of 
!success can be strengthened through insight and understanding on 
:the part of the teacher. 
As humans learn, from the "trial-and-error" level of a 
~eaningless task to the mature, meaningful gain in insight, 
:progress becomes more rapid and skills mature. The teacher's 
~function, says Dr. Fleming, is to supply the incentives for 
' 
:learning to strengthen the motives which initiate the processes, 
to discover and remove the hurdles which cause difficulties and 
:delays, to insure that too much is not attempted at one time, to 
' 
:~ard against undue disappointments and defeat, to adjust the 
y 
c. M. Fleming, The Social Ps~choloat of Education 
{New York: Oxford UniverSTE'y Press, 1 44) ,.IV, p. 16-18. 
tasks so that the learner gains confidence through the satis-
1 faction of success. 
As a good motivating factor in the success of the 
learner, the use of games and recreational material rates very 
high. These games and recreational materials are definitely a 
by-product of play. 
~ is Play? Motor reactions called PLAY are charac-
terized by their freedom and spontaneity. Thus many educators 
and psychologists say that play is "an attitude of the mind" 
and contrast it to WORK. 
11 In play activities, as set forth by Benson et al, the 
! impulse to act and the aim are correlative parts of a satisfy-
ing process. Any effort expended in reaching the goal is 
satisfying, because it is a natural process involved in 
realizing the aim. Such spontaneous activity satisfies certain 
natural cravings. y 
Play 1 says Frank N. Freeman, is carried on for its own e 
sake rather than to serve a means for gaining something else. 
Play differs from work, which is carried on for the sake of 
1 
gaining a reward aside from the pleasure in the activity itself. 
v 
,, Charles E. Benson et al, Psychology for 'I eachers 
11 (Boston: Ginn and Company, 1933) 1 Ch. IX, p. -m. y 
Frank N. Freeman, How Children Learn (New York: 
Houghton-Mifflin Company, 1~), Ch. IV, p. 62 • 
• 
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Kingsley explains that when the activity brings its own 
satisfaction and is engaged in for its own sake, we call it 
n iPLAY. WORK is activity in which one engages for results which 
bring satisfactions. Many of the most worthwhile accomplish-
i 
ii 
1ments of the race have been achieved through activity infused 
'with the spirit of play. 
~for play~ pupil's development. Play activities 
change and develop as the child grows and matures. 
In infancy, the child submits to very little social play. 
:Most of his activities are solitary or individualistic in nature. 
As the child grows older, he desires to have others join 
:him. However, there is usually very little cooperation. He is 
interested in ample construction work and there is growth in 
dramatic play. 
During the elementary period, the child participates 
freely in group activities and group games. He develops skill 
,of movement and strength, and speed. He is more cooperative. 
He shows interest in 
1. Mechanical contrivances. 
2. Constructive ability. 
3. Puzzles for testing mental powers for the purpose of 
displaying his skill. 
4. Competition, which encourages the child to gain in 
y 
Howard L. Kingsley, The Nature and Conditions of Learn-
:, ing (New York: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1946),Ch. VI, p. lGr-162. 
!:-
mastery over school problems. 
5. Dramatizations. 
In adolescence, competition becomes very intense. Social 
.games are more highly organized. The child desires to partici-
.Pate in team activities and group games, especially those 
involving skill and dexterity. He develops group loyalty and 
progresses finally to intellectual competition. 
The play attitude is the dominant attitude in the young 
12.1 
:child, according to Freeman. The child becomes absorbed in the 
thing he is doing instead ot in its results. It is difficult 
to get the child to do anything unless it is interesting in 
itself. In play, he does certain things, while not in them-
selves of interest, which are necessary to accomplish the whole 
task. Thus, the child learns to merge play attitudes into work 
attitudes. When work is done to attain a result in which the 
worker is interested, the work itself acquires meaning and 
interest. Then the work attitude is developed by having the 
.child hold in mind gradually more remote objects and aims, 
while still retaining his interest in his immediate activities. 
11/ 
Freeman suggests that the work of the school be so con-
ducted that the child will be interested in it, because it is 
·clear that being interested is very much the same as having the 
1QJ 
Freeman, ££• ~., Ch. IV, P• 62 
11/ 
Ibid • , p • 63 • 
10 
i !Play attitude. He feels that the child puts forth real effort 
when interested in the task at hand, not when he is acting under 
compulsion. 
w Kingsley describes INTEREST as an attitude which is not 
only favorable to learning, but is essential to a high level of 
work and accomplishment. Interest serves to sustain attention 
and to focus and energize action. Interest satisfies or promises 
to satisfy pupils' wants and wishes. The satisfaction of this 
impulse or attitude of mind gives extreme pleasure. 
w Freeman goes on to suggest that it is well to merge the 
interest doctrine with the effort doctrine to obtain best 
:results. Effort without purpose is using the fear motive of 
;punishment or unpleasant consequences. Interest must be of such 
' I 
a nature that the child's best effort is called out to do the 
task to a conclusion. 
H. A. Carr sums up the value of play responses in child 
development: 
1. Play reactions are easier than those of work because 
they involve the oldest and most used centers. 
2. Play brings a greater amount of activity because it 
is easier, more pleasurable, and less fatiguing than 
work. 
3. The intensity of response is greater because atten-
tion is undivided and spontaneous, and therefore 
w Kingsley, op. cit., Ch. VI, p. 100. 
13/ --
Freeman, ££• ~., Ch. IV, p. 63-64. 
\ 
1:1 
interest is keener. 
4. Play is a better st~ulant to growth and development 
than work because it meets nature's demands in a 
natural and timely way. 
5. Play is the most variable of all reactions and thus 
provides constant and suitable exercises for all 
important physical and mental activities. 1!/ 
w Benson et al sum up that the essence of play is the 
happiness that <U>mes from the activity. The tendency to play 
may find itself through motor responses or through perceptual 
responses, as in the solution of puzzles. 
Therefore the value of play activities and their effective 
direction are essential to good teaching. To use to advantage 
the possibilities involved in play activities requires excep-
tional skill in teaching. 
Emotional satisfaction accompanies play. Harold s. 
w Tuttle says that mental activity can be made satisfying and 
pleasurable under normal circumstances, and every field of 
mastery can be made an object of as satisfying an effort as is 
the cross-word puzzle or the construction of a radio set. 
Tuttle feels that the thrill of mental discovery can be a value 
in the study of many subjects, increasingly so as children find 
ID 
Benson et al, ~· ~·~ Ch. IX, p. 190. 
w Ibid., P• 191. 
~ Harold s. Tuttle, A Social Basis of Education (New York: 
Thomas Y. Crowell Company, !934), Ch. III,-p. 72; Ch. IV, 
p. 93-94. 
\! 
:consistent enjoyment in successive and varied intellectual 
~dventures. 
Need !_2!: play in Education. w Harold S. Tuttle explains 
1
that the task of the school is to cultivate attitudes which will 
)remain active throughout adult life. Child needs play alter-
1pating with his mental work in order to prevent waste of time 
.~nd energy resulting from monotony or fatigue. 
' 18/ 
Tuttle goes on to say that play can be used to motivate 
indirectly the work of the school curriculum. Through the 
~edium of play, the child is exposed to the possibility of better, 
more wholesome supervision on the part of teachers. Thus, play, 
,indeed, has educational values. The learning process is 
;hastened and made more permanent by its association with 
'Pleasurable experiences. The resulting spontaneity, interest, 
and self-expression become conditions of learning, says 
w Dr. Tuttle. By accepting play interests and reshaping current 
methods of teaching, our teachers can secure more effective 
i~otivation, and can cultivate interests which will lead to a 
richer and fuller enjoyment of our social existence. 
ru Tuttle, op. cit., Ch. XXX, p. 455. 
18/ --
Ibid., P• 454-457. 
~~., p. 457-458. 
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Results ~ .E.!!1, to child. ~ James L. Hymes, Jr., answers 
1the questions as to why play is important. Firstly, play 
:teaches the child to pay attention and helps him develop the 
i:power of concentration. Secondly, the child learns to face 
problema, think them through, learn how to solve them. Then, 
~.Play leads to creative imagination. The child learns to re-
arrange all possibilities of the play at hand to suit his 
individual desires. Finally, Mr. Hymes shows that play can lead 
·to the development of better social relations. The child learns 
to give and take, to share, to get along with others, to listen, 
to play, to check on how ideas are working out. 
Mr. Hymes goes on to say that the process of growing up 
.carries its restrictions and limitations, such as time, distance, 
• events, age, size, skills. All these make the child feel less 
,sure, less good, less confident of his niche in the surrounding 
l world. Therefore, the child needs his chances - in his make-
·. believe world- for power, and to be bossy, angry, mean, and 
·.hateful. Good play lessens .feelings for fear, anger, and 
inadequacy. 
Play activities should be fostered and encouraged by 
21/ 
, both home and school, according to Wendell W. Cruze. Sueh 
!W James L. Hymes, Jr., "Why Play Is Important," Parents 
' Magazine, 24 :42-43f, November, 1949. 
w Wendell W. Cruze, Educational Psychology (New York: 
The Ronald Press Company, 1942), dh. VII, p. 187. 
-~--~-··---·--------~--------1-.------ --
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::activities furnish a wholesome relaxation from more serious 
,1businesses of life, thus contributing to the health of the 
·individual. Play activities are also valuable contributions to 
~the social adjustment of the individual. They encourage coopera• 
'tion with othersj they teach such self-disciplinary lessons, as 
the understanding and importance of self-control. Play may 
:foster the development of such desirable personality traits as 
good sportsmanship, honesty, perseverance and consideration for 
•• others. 
Results 2f £!!Z ~ general. Play is one of the most 
22/ 
; essential laboratories of freedom, says Harry G. Overstreet• 
There is no transfer of skills in play, according to psycho-
' logists, but people gain something from the give-and-take that 
makes other freedoms more robust and assured. Play, says 
Overstreet, shows up more sides to people than does work. Play 
is a basic freedom because it is itself both the expression and 
·. strengthener r::J: freedom. Recreation then becomes the primary 
concern of a democracy, the kind of recreation determines the 
kind of people they become and the kind of society they build. 
1 Play taps the generous and creative impulses of a people as 
well as its self-centered competitive impulses. 
Thus play becomes a valuable instrument, not a factor in 
determining the extent and aim of a curriculum, but as a real 
Ml Harry G. Overstreet, "Recreation - New Obligations - , 
Approaches," Recreation, 38:585-589f, February, 1945. 1 
. ·~------- ----
---- ·-·--- ----
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23/ 
;awakening motive, according to Freeman. 
Play, according to Freeman, is used in two ways: 
1. Spontaneous or organized forms for general develop-
ment, social and physical. 
2. Play interests may be used to lead a pupil to the 
repetition of acts which will fix them either as 
habits of movement or of thought. 
Play can eventually become the chief driving power in an 
individual - not in seeing the purpose and value of the things 
learned, but in social impulses, artistic and intellectual 
impulses and pleasure in successful achievement. 
24/ 
Samuel I. Jones quotes H. E. Dudeney, " •••• solving of 
, puzzles and problems -- keep brain alert, stimulate the 
imagination, and develop the reasoning facilities. And not only 
: are they useful in this indirect way, but they often directly 
help us by teaching us some little tricks and 'wrinkles' that 
can be applied in the affairs of life at the most unexpected 
times, and in the most unexpected ways." 
-ti-
Conclusion. Although it is well to consider PLAY, in 
and of itself, educators recognize that play interests must 
eventually merge with WORK interests for final results in the 
w Freeman, .2£• ill·, Ch. IV, p. 65. 
w . 
Samuel I. Jones, Mathsmatical Wrinkles (Nashville, 
Tennessee: s. r. Jones Company, 1929), P• iii. 
education of the child. The fact that devices are used to 
demonstrate number and number processes more concretely, the 
.tact that games, story-telling, poems, and other recreational 
:measures are employed to make arithmetic more alive and interest-
ing to the child, should make teachers recognize the importance 
of these recreational devices and measures as a means of fixing 
mathematical processes securely in the child's mind, for his 
future practical use. This leads to the use of drill and 
practice. 
What is drill? Drill is routine application, sheer 
repetition of response which is more or less mechanical in 
nature, and not very meaningful. 
25/ 
Brueckner and Grossnickle take drill a step further and 
bring it up to the PRACTICE level for a more meaningful approach 
to number learning. They say that the repeated contacts the 
learner can have with number processes in a variety of situations 
and in different contexts provides a most valuable kind of 
repetitive experience. It becomes practice with a purpose. 
Firstly, the teacher must develop the meaning of the material. 
After learning comes systematic practice to develop higher 
·levels of performance. 
Repetition is essential to the mastery of skills or facts. 
At certain stages the child takes to drill as naturally as to any 
ID Brueckner and Grossnickle, ££• ~., Ch. v, p. 191. 
_.,.,,.., 
.I I 
.other activity, provided it is properly conducted. Benson et 
_g.§/ 
al say that the proper amount and kind of drill is essential to 
'the laying of a thorough foundation of facts and skills. Thus 
.intensive drill for a comparative short period is found most 
effective. Yet, mere repetition does not produce learning. 
These factors must be kept constant - satisfyingness, desire or 
purpose, frequency, and interest in the act as well as the out-
come. 
27/ 
Cameron also feels that constant repetition or drill is 
needed in the development and formation of habits of unvaryingly 
accurate and immediate response to all forms of number combina-
tions. Cameron agrees that drill must be relieved from monotony 
by variations of method. 
28/ 
Lee and Lee talk of an effective type of drill called the 
·"forming of associations. 11 The greater the variety of situations 
'to which the learner applies his new knowledge, the more numerous 
are the pupil's meaningful associations with it; the more 
instances in which the new skills or facts have been applied, 
the greater is the learning that will take place.· 
In conclusion, games must be active and "interest-
w Benson et al, ££· ~., Ch. IX, p. 176. 
E1/ Edward Herbert Cameron, l?sfchology and the School 
·(New York: The Century Company, 1922 , Ch. XIx;-p~Ol. 
~ J. Murray Lee and Dorris May Lee, The Child and His 
.Curriculum (New York: D. Appleton-Century Company, 1940T; ~ V, 
P· tso-151. 
!'stimulating." Devices must be numerous and must have glamor, in 
:, the use of bright colors and variety of shapes. Moneys, blocks, 
:fruits, balls, toys, all must be employed for interest and 
;,motivation. The teaching of number and its processes must be 
''pleasant and in harmony with the physical, mental, and social 
I 
" 
I 
1: q 
'I 
I! 
development of the pupils to be taught. 
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CHAPTER III 
METHOD OF PROCEDURE 
Method ~ compilation. One hundred sixty-nine teachers 
iln Arithmetic Methods Classes were asked to compile devices, 
:stories, poems, problems, and social situations, which would help 
~~hem to teach ari tbmetic more meaningfully and more pleasantly in 
their own classes. A fund of information was passed in, to be 
~sed from Kindergarten up through Grade 6. Since no one source 
,in the field of arithmetic, as yet, had a comprehensive coverage 
:of such games and devices, it was thought best to gather together, 
rearrange, sort, and classify these materials into a usable and 
~eadily accessible volume. 
The material provided by the teachers combined with that 
:gathered by the writer, is far from being complete and com-
1prehensive for each grade and each phase of number processes. 
·Yet it gives a good overall picture of the recreational material 
which is presently available. 
Method of classification. All the material was classified 
:under these various headings: 
Devices 
Games 
Poems, which deal with number situations 
Stories, which deal with number situations 
General Information (including some number history, 
!' puzzles of many sorts, and a few number tricks). 
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Arranged according to subject matter. After the material 
.was classified into these general headings, the recreational 
~ .games and devices were further broken down into subject matter -
arranged from the beginning of number and number meanings, to the 
writing of number, to the grouping of number and on to addition, 
subtraction, multiplication, division, fractions, measurement, 
percentage, and time. The various number processes were finally 
broken down, to be set up again from the simplest steps taught 
in Grades 1-2-3 to the more difficult steps of understanding 
taught in Grades 4-5-6. 
Devices used and suggested were those easily available to 
all classroom teachers. 
Criteria of selection of games. Each g~e was selected y 
in accordance with the following criteria : 
1. Is there an element of competition? 
2. Is it suitable for the age level? 
3. Is it useful for the purpose for which it is intended, 
or is it so complicated that number work is secondary? 
4. Does it justify the time spent for value received? 
5. Does it give practice to those who need it by not 
eliminating those who give wrong responses? 
6. Can it be adapted 
~· for use in drilling several different arithmetic 
processes? 
!/These criteria were first developed in an Arithmetic 
····· ~~~~_111_8.1' • 
b. for slow as well as bright children in a given 
grade? 
7. Is it suitable for use within the usual facilities 
of the classroom? 
8. Is it a game~ once explained, that can be played by 
the children without the teacher? y 
Carefully selected games, according to Lucy L. Rosenquist : 
1. Must be fun to play. 
2. Must be organized in harmony with the development of 
the players. 
3. Must use numbers. 
4. Must be adaptable to schoolroom conditions. 
Drill~ ~ teaching procedure. Miss Rosenquist emphasizes 
• the well-known fact that when children carry on number activities 
on their own level of comprehension, they are learning number 
·meanings by analyzing them, examining their parts, reestablish-
ing relationships, and interpreting the number processes 
according to mathematical principles. 
Most of the materials used are not means by which new 
processes and procedures can be taught to the children. Number 
facts and processes must be learned before these games, tricks, 
puzzles~ stories and poems, can be understood - at any level. 
These devices and games are to be used as drill material, 
but in an active and interest-stimulating manner. 
22 
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CHAPTER IV 
DEVICES 
Devices !! ~ ~ !£ teaching. Leading educators in 
arithmetic today emphasize the use of concrete and semi-concrete 
materials as an aid to teaching number concepts and number facts. 
'The child begins to understand number when it is used in a 
concrete form. When concepts of numbers are established firmly 
in the child's mind, the teacher may slowly graduate his teach-
ing to the semi-concrete stage, then onward to abstract teach-
ing. 
To help the teacher establish a feeling for number and 
to help her explain number's daily value and use, many devices 
have come to her aid. Devices, as such, are usually used for 
the development of meaning - and some may be employed in the 
drill stage for mastery of concepts and facts. 
There are thousands of devices employed in arithmetic 
courses, but it was necessary to sort carefully, illustrate, 
and list the uses of only a few that are most easily obtained 
and most commonly used. 
· Play devices. 
y 
Nelle c. Weskamp feels that number can be 
·easily learned with play devices, such as balls, fruits, blocks, 
y 
Nelle c. Weskamp, "Arithmetic, The Land of Play Like," 
American Childhood, 24:23-24, January, 1939. 
25 
and paper money. Miss Weskamp believes in the rainbow presenta-
tion of colored circles, colored toy animals, colored sticks, 
~ colored paper, toy clocks for telling time, all appealing to the 
~lay instinct in young children. 
1 Among other things, the following can be used to develop 
number concepts, grouping of number, adding, subtracting and 
multiplying of number: 
flash cards 
beach balls 
colored pegs 
bean bags 
soft balls 
discs 
beads 
lima beans 
acorn cups 
cork discs 
tickets 
washers 
colored toothpicks 
buttons 
lollipop sticks 
thermometers 
quarts, pints, and half-pint containers 
Commercial devices ~ others. Besides play devices, we 
have devices which have been commercially manufactured, such as: 
11 
The abacus, the Fact Finder, the Cohere-0-Graph, the Pocket 
Chart, and the Tens Blocks. 
Such devices as the calendar, the clock, the ruler, and 
the telephone, are all common objects of daily use. Every 
person is familiar with each one, and must be taught to use 
these devices to his fullest personal advantage. 
___ ;:-- --==- --:__- -___ ~=--
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Other devices, as the Hundreds Board, individual 
' counters, bundles of sticks, and spot patterns, are easily made 
··by the teacher and pupils in class - for their own personal use 
or for classroom use. 
USE OF THE ABACUS 
(How To Make Arithmetic Meaningful, page 36 
Leo J. !rUickner arid Poster E. Grossnickle 
John C. Winston Company, Philadelphia, 1947) 
'I\ 7! 
~ 
""' 
~JJJJJID. Thousands 
>lJllJJJJ ,. ~ Hundreds 
~IDI' I}JI Tens 
~ llH Ones 
1/ '\ 
-,~ 
1,954 
A simple form consists of parallel wires or rods fasten-
ed in a wooden frame. Beads or discs move along each wooden 
frame. Each rod represents a certain place value. The beads 
on the left show the number wanted - 1, 954. 
Use: Excellent device for developing understanding of number 
placement. 
'I 
USE OF THE.FACT FINDER 
(or Number Frame) 
(Number As The Child Sees It, #3-#5 
Foster E7 GrOssnickle, Wi!Iiam Met;ner, 
Francis A. Wade 
John c. Winston Company, Philadelphia, 1950) 
This frame consists of an 8" wire with colored beads. 
Under the shield on the left are hidden the additional beads. 
Use: Excellent device to develop addition and subtraction of 
facts from the visual point of view. Beads can be used for 
cardinal and ordinal counting. 
USE OF THE OOHERE-0-GRAPH {or Felt Board) 
(NUmber As The Child Sees It, #8-B 
Foster !:. arossnickle;-li!Iiam Metzner, 
Francis A. Wade 
John o. Winston Company, Philadelphia, 1950) 
r-----------------------~ 
-- - ;_~ 
The Cohere-0-Graph, or Felt 
Board, is a board made by gluing a 
piece of felt or outing flannel 
(12" x 18" is a good size) onto 
plywood or masonite. Small circle•~ 
'animals, toys, cut from paper and backed with felt or outing 
I 
flannel will stick to this board and can be used as counters. 
Use: Good device to improve counting. Excellent, when used to 
develop grouping of numbers. 
----- --- ~-- ---- ---'~~-~-------·--- -
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THE HUNDREDS BOARD 
{NUmber As The Child Sees It, #10 
Foster !7 Grossnickle;-li!Iiwn Metzner, 
Francis A. Wade 
John c. Winston Company, Philadelphia, 1950) 
.2 3 + S' (, 1 g 'I /0 
12 I~ t+ 15 ,c, ,, li 
'" 
.2:0 
22. 2'3 2+ 25' l.t. 21 :lfl' 2'f 3o 
32 3~ 3+ jS 3(. 37 3W 3ct 4o 
4-2. +3 ++ -+5 +L +• 4i' +'i 5D 
~2 5"~ S"+ 55 5", 51 s~ SCI (...o 
'2 (,3 l..+ ts LL L1 l,V t,~ 7o 
7'1 13 7+ 15 1L 77 7i 7'1 8"0 
~2 g·3 ~+ rs g{,. K7 ff N 9o 
't'l '13 ~4 cts 1L ~7 qf' lf1 /00 
The Hundreds Board consists of a chart containing the 
numbers from 1 to 100, arranged in lines of ten numbers in 
sequence, and blocked off in groups of 5 1s. 
Use: Excellent device to teach adding by endings and bridging. 
Good for visual concept of the 10 group. 
INDIVIDUAL COUNTER 
(or Number Fact Finder) 
..•. 
(Number As the Child Sees It, #2-#4 
Foster ~ Grossnickle;-lil!iwn Metzner, 
Francis A. Wade 
John c. Winston Company, Philadelphia, 1950) 
This simple device is composed of a simple wire with ten 
colored beads, to be used as a personal device by the child who 
---=-=-:--=-=-~--~----==-::-r--
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is learning numbers and number facts. 
THE POC!{ET CHART 
(How To Make Arithmetic Meani~ful, p. 179 
Leo J; Brueckner arid Foster ~ossnickle 
John c. Winston Company, Philadelphia, 1947) 
12 = 1 ten and 2 ones 
a. Showing tens and ones 
HUndreds Tens Ones 
103 
b. Pockets to show place value 
HUndreds Tens Ones 
Changing 100 to 10 tens 
~ Use: The pocket chart is used to give a visual demonstration to 
number meanings. 
-~--:-;. ~::_-_ -- --=--·-==-.::::-=--=- --==-.:..-- -- --
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STICKS 
This device consists of a great 
number of thin# wooden sticks about 5" x 
1/16". These may be of many colors. These 
are gathered into bundles of ten each, re-
serving several loose ones. 
Use: Good to develop meaning for number, regrouping number in 
terms of tens and units. 
TENS BLOCKS 
{The Teaching of Arithmetic, P• 79 
H. F. Spitzer-
Houghton-Mifflin Company, Boston, 1948) 
This device is simply 
a small block of wood which 
has been only partly cut or 
grooved into 10 smaller 
blocks. Ten Blocks may vary 
in size from 3/4" x 2 x 2t" 
to 1 3/4" x 2i" x 3t"• Each of the one's blocks used with the 
Tens Blocks is the same size of one of the 10 parts in the Tens 
Blocks. 
Use: The chief advantage of this device to represent tens, lies 
in the fact that the tens are bound together into one collection, 
one entity. It may be used also to show an economical way of 
thinking in terms of carrying and borrowing and multiplication 
and division of tens. 
··~­
/ 
SPOT CARDS 
(T.he Development of Children's Number Ideas 
-~ Pr!mari Graaes 
w. A. Browne 1 
University of Chicago P~ess~ 1928) 
It is best to have spot cards consist of black dots on 
oak tag, in any of the following three pattern arrangements: 
Domino Triangular Quadratic 
1. 0 I 
2. Effi I 0 0 I I I . C) I I 
3. tE I 0 0 0 1 I 1: cl I 
4. ] 0 0 0 0 0 ,e o 0 0 
0 
0 
1: :1 
0 
0 0 0 D 0 
5. 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 
0 
0 
Domino Triangular Quadratic 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
6. 0 0 0 0 
0 oo oo • 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 • 
0 0 0 0. 0 
7. 0 0 • 
0 eo 0 0 0 
0 0 
0 () 
0 0 
0 0 0 0 f) • s. j 0 0 0 0 c 0 f) 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 
• • 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
. 0 • 0 
0 0 • t# 
0 0 0 
0 
•• • 0 
0 0 0 0 
o. 0 0 0 
0 00 0 
0 • 0 • 0 
0 olo 0 
Use: Spot Cards are good for games or as flash cards 6 in 
number recognition. 
( 
USE OF THE CALENDAR 
OCTOBE"R 
S..,.., Me-, • ..,., Wd. 11& fil. I , 
I 2 .3 4 5V> 
7 8 9 Jo II I"J. 13 
I+ 15 I~ 11 18' 11 ~ 
). I ..t,;l .2.3 :tf- :J.S .:ll. '-1 
2f' 21 3o 31 
The calendar shows that 
four weeks make a month, that 
seven days make a week.· Children 
in some grades can make their own 
calendars. Each day the correct 
figure is written on the calendar 
sheet, together with the weather 
for the day. Special days are 
marked in ahead of time, such as 
holidays, birthdays, or special 
events. This gives excellent 
material for problems, such as the 
number of sunny days, the number of rainy, cloudy days, the 
number of days they had snow. Also, the children can decide 
how many days there are before Judy's birthday, before Lincoln's 
I birthday. 
USE OF THE CLOCK 
Experience is given in reading time 
questions and responding by moving hands on 
- the clock face to correct positions. What 
time do you get up? What time do you go to 
bed? What time do you come to school? What 
I time does father get home? Watch the time 
for radio and television programs. Tell when one is late for 
34 
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school - how late, using the clock face to show. 
EXPERIENCES IN THE READING CIRCLE 
The reading circle always furnishes a wealth of material 
for problems - the number of chairs needed, and getting the re-
quired number; checking the number of books; getting the number 
of papers for the follow-up work. Compare the size of each 
reading group. Find out the number of pages read each day, the 1 
number of errors made by each pupil. 
USE OF THE RULER 
After telling the story of how the ruler first came into 
use, the children will enjoy using them to measure, to draw 
lines, to check lines., and to compare lines·. Practice in 
addition and subtraction may be had by drawing lines to various 
lengths. 
USE OF THE TELEPHONE 
It is well to have a toy tele-
phone in the classroom, in order to 
give children practical experience in 
dialing numbers. In the more advanced 
grades, the children can be asked to 
i ;1f.J 
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compute the costs in the use of long distance lines, and to find 
out the cost of telephone local usage. 
FOR ADVANCED PUPILS 
General information is needed to learn: 
Computing of weekly wages 
Cost of owning a car 
Budgeting of a home 
Balancing a checkbook 
Estimating the cost of furnishings in a home 
Making out deposit slips -
FIRST NATIONAL BANK 
Greenville, Mass. 
Deposited by 
Marie Street 
56 Main Street 
Greenville, Mass. 
Date: Kay 9, 1950 
Currency 
Silver 
Gold 
Checks 
Total 
2 00 
10 
2 10 
======- . ~-··· .... 
--·--·--
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Keeping accounts or receipts and expenditures -
I 
1949 Money received 1949 Money spent 
May May 
1 Bal. brought 2 Stamps 20 
forward 11 55 
Envelopes 25 
Dues 2 50 I 
16 Radio repairs 2 25 
15 Dues 5 DO 
21 Paint for room 2 00 
31 Balance on hand 14 35 
Total received 19 ~5 Total 19 05 
June 
1 Bal. brought 
forward 14 3S 
I 
I, 
II 
i 
I 
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CHAPTER V 
UNDERSTANDING NUMBER 
This chapter, along with Chapters VI, VII, VIII, IX, X, 
XI, XII, XIII, and XIV, illustrates the use of games and devices 
interchangeably. The games used are based on the criteria 
established in Chapter III, page 21, of this study, and the 
devices which are used are discussed more fully in Chapter rv. 
The material is graded, starting with the establishment 
of number concepts, reading and writing number, and onward to 
the grouping idea, the placement of number, comparisons in 
general use, ordinals in daily use, and the employment of a vast 
arithmetic vocabulary. 
I. NUMBER CONCEPTS. 
NUMBERS TALK 
(Real Lite Arithmetic by E. A. Bond et al 
Charles Scribner's Son, New York, 1938) 
Tell your pupils the following: 
You know that words tell stories to people who can read. 
Do you also know that numbers talk to us many, many times each 
day? Numbers on the clock tell us when to get up in the morn-
ing, numbers on the thermometer tell us when to wear our heavy 
coats. Numbers tell us how far it is to our school, the musical 
notes we sing, where on the dial to find our favorite radio 
,station. They play a part in most of our games and nearly every 
43 
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ind of work we do. They tell us the amount of lumber, nails, 
rick and cement needed to build our houses. Numbers even tell 
~ s the distance to the stars, the height of the mountains and 
the depth of the sea. 
Don't you think there is real magic in these little 
servants, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 0? Like Aladdin with the 
onderful Lamp, you can call these little number folks to serve 
ou at any time. This year you will learn a good deal about thej 
y useful things they can do. What you learn about the way 
umbers work is true, and will always be true. They can help 
ou; learn their language so that they may. 
A NUMBER CHART 
~ 1 one ~ 
~~ 2 two ~ 
ttt 3 three. 
If II 4 four 
I 
I 
I -
t;;, iti-Ai 5 five 
tt.tflt 'I >,,I 6 si.x ~ tJ.t~it~ 7 seven ~itll~~~ 8 eight ~ AAAflfl~~~ 9 nine 
tJ~tA~~iM. 10 ten ~ 
se: To show number relationships, denoted by objects, n~er, 
--------- -----
I 
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rinted word, and written word. 
FLASH CARDS 
l.o boats 
For practice purposes, the 
teacher may profitably use a set 
of flash cards to help in fixing 
number facts. A suggested plan of 
arrangement is shown at the left. 
These cards shpuld be of sufficien 
size to make the appearance of the characters attractive. The 
numbers on the front should be in a large clear outline. On 
the back of each card, there should be the correct number of 
objects, to correspond to the number on the face. Objects on 
the back of the cards may be cut from magazines, drawn by the 
teacher, or made with a rubber stamp. 
In using these cards, the teacher should arrange them in 
random order, all facing the same way. Expose the cards one at 
a time so that the numbers are clearly visible, and secure 
responses as quickly as possible. If the child makes a mistake 
or hesitates, turn the card and let him count the objects on the 
back. Then reverse the card and have the pupil read the number 
correctly• Do not permit guessing. The child should be en-
couraged to say frankly, "I do not know," so that he may be 
!given the opportunity to learn for himself. 
Use: To show relationship between number and object grouping. 
==·=cc=-==~------==== -· -- --- -·. 
HOW MANY? 
----------- tepees 
----------- arrows 
------- suns 
-------- braves 
~ ~~-----canoes 
trees 
se: To check group idea, and to relate group to ~ecific 
umber. 
I 
~~---= I I . II ==-~=======-=-... ·. _ c. ·~c-c·=--c··.c·-c-cc c ~,--~-·-·-· .. c==-----·.c· -·,--=c.,-.c--c~ir=--c.-c·c--coCO'=--ccc.-~ 
I· 
FIND THE NUMBER II 
Draw a line from the number to the square for that 1· 
I 
number: 
2 [] 3 D \ 
' 
0 
\ 
\ D D I \ 4 \ \ 0 
\ 
\ 
LJ D 3 \ \ 2 ' ' I 0 II \ 
\ r II \ D D 
I' ;I 
4 \ li \ I .I \ 
II \ 0 
II \ \ •I 
D D II II 5 5 l1 II I I I I~ 
I 
rl I I I· 
luse: 
I To show object grouping, and to relate group with abstract! 
I 
lnumber. i 
I II I 
I II I. 
!I 
il 
I 
• 
I 
. ·.::.==:....=~-===--==---==:.....===. _:.:==--·- -
I 
- -·- ., ---- -o-~·-.,--,-~,~~- "'--,.-===.---= 
I 
il 
FIND THE NUMBER 
II 
1 Draw a line from the number to the picture that belongs 
1
!with it: 
II 
li 
II 
II 
II 
I 
I! 
li 
I 
I 
2 
3 
2 
I 
I 
._, ··" 
. ~· ,. . 
. < 
I 
'I II 
I 
:I 
II 
'I 
ll 
I' 
i 
To show object grouping, 
I· 
,I 
and to relate group with abstract/! 
! 
I 
I 
I 
jl 
I 
I 
II 
II il 
i 
ii .I 
..., 
===c·=---"'7 -·-. 
are to 
Use: 
FIND THE NUMBER 
(~ ~irst Number Book, p. 17 
JOhn R. Clark, Arthur s. Otis, Caroline 
Hatton 
World Book Company, New York, 1949) 
Have the children draw a ring around the numbers they 
find. 
Find the 1' s: 
1 2 1 3 1 1 2 3 1 
Find the 2' s: 
2 1 2 2 3 3 2 1 2 
Find the 3' s: 
1 3 2 3 1 2 3 1 3 
To identify number with number symbol. This game may 
used as seat work or as board work. 
HOW MANY? 
Write the correct number in each square: 
0 0 0 
0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
=-=~~:::-.: 
li 
li 
I 
~se: 
I 
j 
,i 
I 
I 
II 
I 
~0 10. 
~ards 
[, 
li 
write the correct number of 
s 3 
0 0 
0 
0 0 
To identify abstract number with semi-concrete objects. 
MATCHING GAME 
(The New Curriculum Arithmetics 
teO ~Brueckner et al 
John C. Winston Company, Philadelphia, 
II 
'I il 
I 
I 
I 
II I, 
d 
II 
II 
!I 
19,r) 
Have 30 cards, 6" x 9". On 10 cards, print the numbers 1 II 
On 10 cards print the words "one, two, etc." on 10 /1 
make pictures of these numbers, i.e., ®> ~~, ~ S ® etc' 
• I 
Distribute the cards to the children. Call on a child. 
fe comes to the front of the room and shows his card to the class 
I 
he oth~r children holding the same number come to the front and il 
matchn his card. 
se: To match number symbols with printed 
oncrete objects. 
I' 
,I 
II 
number names and semi-~ 
- ---------- -·---- - ··- -·===!f-===== 
1. 
like 
My name is ONE. 
I am a number. 
COUNTING l - 10 
(Arithmetic Can Be Fun 
Munro Leaf - - -
J. B. Lippincott Company, New York, 
I am spelled ONE. My picture looks 
this: / . ! ~ ~ 
I can mean a rabbit o 
or a girl £ , but whatever I mean I am alone - just a 
single thing - just ONE. 
2. My name is TWO. 
I am the next number that comes after 1. I am spelled 
TWO, and my picture looks like this: ;2_ • Draw me. 
1 
I can mean rabbits, boys, girls, or anything, 
I different from ONE because when you see one rabbit ~' 
I another rabbit ~ , then you are seeing 2 rabbits ~ " (j 
1\ Remember 1 and l more are 2. 
I 13. My name is THREE. 
11 I am the next number after 2, and I mean 1 more than 2, 
i or another way to say it is that I mean 1 and l and 1. I am 
[ spelled THREE, and my picture looks like this: 3 . Draw me. 
I 
1
1 I am different from 2 because I mean 2 and 1 more, 
II 
II p 
II 
il 
11 jl ~r~ 
:) I, 
I' 
II ,, 
I !>2 
i 
- --- -----=-~- whet::~- :t is :abb:ts~-~ ~-~-or gir:~~AM~-- ~e~---"' ., -·-=-=-c==-""'=-=-
1 thing to remember about 3 is that if you see 1 ~ and 1 ~ 
I 
~~and 1 {3 , it is 3 eJ(!}~, 
~~1 e> , it is 3 e>C}eJ. 
It 
I' 
'i, 4. i FOUR My name s • 
or if you see 2 
I 
I am the next number after 3, and I mean 1 and 1 and 1 
I[ and 1, or 3 and 1 
I! like this : 4 • 
'I I, 
more. I am spelled FOUR, and my picture 
Draw me. 
I can mean any 4 things. [! 
II 
,I 
II 
I 4~~4~ 
I li 
1 1~1~1®1~ 
1
1 
11 AA AA 11 
II 2\::)\1.) 2 00 !I 
'i[' I 
,[ 
I 3 e:> ~ ~ 1 <' i! 
,I :: 
li il 
I I lis· lly name is FIVE. 11 
1
1 And I, am one of the most important numbers in Arithmetic.![ 
I I am the next number after 4, and I mean 1 and 1 and 1 and 
Ill· so, I am 4 and 1 more. 
i! If you hold up your hand and make believe that your 
11 fingers are all 1' s, you will have how many 1 • s? 
'I I! 
i! =-~==- ----4 II 
I am spelled FIVE, and my picture looks like this: 
,·, 
1 and[! 
5 
:i 
![ 
il 
II 
·I 
-=cc:cc=·c·~=oc.~.l~~,--===c·=·~:=c.-=c~=cc-=-c=:·==-~c==-=:-==-=c==:.=-:-·=:=~-- _~:c--:c·:·.~-=-'"""':::·-~-"" 
I 
,...., 
I Draw me. 
I 5 dots like this: C) 0 0 0 0 
1 one, 2 two, 3 three, 4 four, 5 five. 
If they were like this: 1 one 
2 two 
3 three 
4 four 
5 five 
their names would still be the same. 
• 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Let's count them. 
I 
I 
Anyway_you mix up that many- of anything would still be I 
o o o e o 
called 5. This way-: 0 this way-: 0 0 
0 0 ! 
0 
this way: o 0 0 o this way: 
Round things : 0 0 0 0 0 
or ducks: ~~~J. 
6. My name is SIX. 
0 0 0 0 I: 
II 
II 
II 
0 • 
or square: 00000 
II 
it 
II 
I am the next number after 5. I am spelled SIX, and my j! 
picture looks like this: (o . Draw me. !J 
6 things can be: 
5oooooand.l 
1 0 and5oo o 
3oooand.3 o 0 0 
2ooand.4o 0 0 0 
4o 0 and 2. 0 
0 
G 0 
0 
'I II 
ii 
il 
il 
i! q 
ii 
II 
I, 
I' ![ 
li jl 
'[ !: 
'I !I 
!I 
· I i[ 
I II 
"' c ~~,~~-~ ~~~-"~~~-------~~~~~~~--~-~,-~---~--~ ------ --~~, --~-~--,----~-~t 
li 
i: 
j ~ 
II 
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7. My name is SEVEN. 
~--~ ------ --~-- ~--~-~-~- ----~--r~------
,1 
Sometimes I am called a lucky number. I am spelled 
SEVEN. I am next after 6, and my picture looks like this: 
Draw me. 
I am the number of days we have in the week: 
Sunday Monday 
1 2 
Tuesday Wednesday 
3 4 
Thursday 
5 
a. I am next after 7, and my name is EIGHT. 
Friday 
6 
it 
i 
I sound like what you did at breakfast, but I am spelled II 
differently- like this: EIGHT. And my picture 
eggs, one on top of the other: 8 . Draw me. 
II 
looks like two 11 
II 
You know I am 7 OCOODOO and 1 CJ • 
Ami-4ooooand2oe and2o 0 ? 
Ami 6&AAAAA and 2AA? 
How many others am I? 
i! 
il li 
iJ 
It 
II 
II 
ii p 
II 
II 
I am spelled NINE, and my picture looks ~~~ 
- like a 6 upside down. Draw me. /
1 
9. My name is NINE. 
I come after a. q like this: 
II 
I am always one more than a, and I can make more bunches I 
of different numbers than a or 7 or 6 or 5 or 4 or 3 or 2 or 1. I I 
All by myself I am worth 9 ones: 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1. 
~ Count them. 
,, 
. 
My name is ZERO, and my picture looks like this: 
==:iJ"'===== 
o. Here I come and I am the funniest number of the whole 
:j 
numbelj 
ot 
l' 
family. 
•, 
,, 
I 
·I ~~~·~c•t ~-~--~-~~.~•--••~~-·· c••~-~~~-~~~----- ·'· ••• 
lrll by myself J mean nothing - J just take up room 
1 space, but when another number is in front of me, 
- ---·- _,...__ --
-·-- -·-· .04--•··-- ---
and hold a 
·i 
l1 
II 
I! li 
II 
" 
I am worth 
mqre than any of the other numbers. 
Let me tell you about myself. When I am alone, I mean 
NO anything - no rabbits, no boys, no girls. 
Remember 
\ 
II 
1
!. they came to the last finger and it took years and years to 
;: find a good name for me. After a long time they decided to cal"~ 
II .the finger TEl!, but what would TE!!1S picture look like? If he 1t 
II 
I 
I 
I 
li 
r 
II p 
II 
!I 
li 
' 
was a new sort of picture like 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 - who 
are all different from each other, people would have to keep 
thinking up new pictures for every number and nobody could re-
member them all. One day a wise man thought about me. He said~ 
"Why don't we make a number that stands for nothing by himself 
but can be used with all other nine numbers to mean as many as 
we want." "We will make a fat round number like this - 0 -
called ZERO, and we will put him where he can hold a space. 
When we want to show a number that means more than 9, we will 
1! let 0 hold a space and put 1 in front of 0 to show that we have; 
II used up all the counting fingers and are going to start over 
j 
1
1. again like this : 10. " 
The main thing to remember about 10 - TEN - is that it 
,, 
1 • is all the fingers we have, and 0 holds the space so we can 
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~ . 
II I. ~~co~ot ec~,~~c~o 0000~0 0~,0~=~,,~~ ~~ 0 ~~. o~cc,c 0 "'.· •••~··~. 
11 make numbers for more than ten. We can use our old friends 1 2 
~ 
A 
I\ 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 over again. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
II 
II 
II 
" 
ii 
ij !. 
II 
r 
! 
I 
il 
'I li [i 
·I 
II 
tl ,, 
II ,. 
•I 
I' 
,J 
'I /. 
II 
I' 
II 
n 
II 
II 
II 
li 
'I II 
I' 
II 
II li 
II 
11 
I 
! 
li d 
I 
Now we know the pictures of all the numbers we ever hav~ 
to use. 
COUNTING - BY 21 S y 
Use the Cohere-0-Graph. Arrange ducks in pairs-
walking. Count by 2 1 s. Do the same with other figures: 
chickens, stars, circles. 
COUNTING 
(Lawrence Course of Sftdf 
Lawrence, MassacEUse s 
Children are arranged in small circles. At a signal, 
II 
i 
·I 
! 
each child extends all or any fingers. The children take turns :i 
'i 
estimating the number of fingers, then count to see the total. 
COUNTING y 
Use circles from the Hundreds Board to give practice in' 
I 
! 
counting. Give different number of circles to various childrent 
They count them and tell how many discs they have. 
y 
See y 
See 
Chapter IV, page 28. 
Chapter IV, page 29. 
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COUNTING - BY 2'S 
l- + I, f lo I... I+ tl. If l.O 
'§./ 
Use the Twenty Board. Have two rows of ten each. Use 
a card to cover all the circles - revealing two at a time 1 
count by 2's. 
COUNTING OBJECTS 
Count objects, then find the right number and make a 
ring around it: 
I~ t· /" /' ~ ~ I r I I I ·o g ~ ·a D ·a 
~~~~~13 
I a I+ 
I~ V~l 
2 3 
2. 3 .s- .! ! 
2 s + 
' 
2 I 
I 5 
5 ..., r . " ( 
I 
I 
I 
=~~:.-.:.....:..._·:::=:::._-:-:: ·.::.. ·. :·:-:::.::·, ;__ • :: .. _:__ --=- ·.::: -_-.:_: :.::.. :-~--=-· . ..:.._~ .:..:: _::_ : .. ~ .. .:.:...-: .-:: .. ::.~:---=--....::....:..:-_:=.::::: ~ 
I' d 
ii 
'I 
II 
li 
COUNTING 
(Lawrence Course of Sitd~ 
Lawrenee, Masaachuse s 
Children hold flash cards made on the pattern of above. 
The teacher calls: "1 11 • The child holding the card runs to 
11 the front. The teacher continues until "10" is reached. li 
il 
!I 
1: 
I! 
II 
li 
!I 
II 
II 
ii 
II 
" ji 
II 
·l 
I 
i 
II 
II 
'I li 
,I 
II 
It 
I! 
I! 
It 
li 
1\ 
II 
H lj I. 
II 
li 
II d 
l~ 
Children at their seats take turns calling a number to have 
them return to their places. 
After identification is assured, cut up the cards to mak~ 
four from each group. When "1 11 is called, four pupils respond. 
Continue as directed above for returning to places. 
COUNTING - NUMBER NAMES 
1, 2 - buckle my shoe; 
3, 4 - shut the door; 
5, 6 - pick up sticks; 
7, 8 - lay them straight; 
9, 10 - a big fat hen. 
;I 
Write the rhyme on the board, and after devoting time to:: 
the visualizing of the number names, give each child a number. 
The children write a line of the rhyme on the board, and the 
children with the two number names indicated in the line, go 
-i 
through the motion of doing what the line of the rhyme calls fo~. 
5b 
!I 
·-- - -· . -- . -· --===---=-,-=,==--=--#=:! ==== 
!I 
;I 
I 
11· 
::.-::::-:=.:-..::..:..::_=.-:....::::.::.:: ... :.:...:....~.-:_.Jt.==.-.-:..____ .::.-.=-:..=-=----.:;:: ____ ::.::;:"".=:.;;._~-=---=--=-=--:..::-::-·_:-_ . ..:. .. - ·- ---·· ~: _.::__~~ ·=-=---------------· --- -- --- - ·- ----· -
'I 
!I 
1: 
:I 
li 
It 
.! 
COUNTING - 1 TO 20 
(with beach ball) 
Children are arranged in square around the room. A 
li il beach ball is bounced from player 1 to player 2, to player 3, 
I' 
1: 
li etc. The children count the number of bounces. The score 
II keeper at the board records a mark for each bounce. On reach-
ji 
11 ing 20, anyone who failed to catch the ball chooses a successor,; 
II and the game starts again. 
p 
Ten or twelve children may be used 
II in each set. 
li 
n 
!i 
COUNTING - 1 TO 20 
The children take turns counting items designated by the 
Count the number of children. 
Count the boys. 
Count the girls. 
Count the boys' hands. 
Count the girls' hands. 
Count noses, mouths, eyes, ears, feet, windows, chairs, 
COUNTING - 1 TO 20 
(with colored pegs) 
The first one finished in each row 
59 
!I 
!i 
II 
J 6u 
==-==-==-,----~-=-=:ccc--=.o=-==--co---==-==-==ooc=-=---==--------c=-ccc--_-.-=cc.7:-ccc-c.~c--_----- ··~--7 ::--::_--__ :_·-:--:;:::·::··- ~:""-::: ··--=-~--------
ll jjtanda. The teacher checks this desk, and if it is satisfactory . .-.; 
jtha t child becomes the checker for the team. Scorekeeper 
I 
~ecords one mark for each member of each team having the correct ,: 
I 
i!numb er and co lor. Next call may be "9 yellow pegs," "2 orange 
I! ~~ega," 11 11 purple pegs," etc. Members of the winning team 
!i 
!receive stars. 
!; 
I! 
I! 
il. ji 
II 
I' 
11 
,, 
'i 
COUNTING 
I! A Child bounces a ball until he fails. 
ii All the children '' 
j, 
\bount how many times he bounced the ball. ·I The number he reaches 'I 
IIi• his score. 
d 
'I 
lf 
li l~ame as for ball bouncing. Keep score. 
A child jumps rope until he fails. Children count the 
" J! 
li 
A child holds beads in his hand closed tightly. He says, :1· 
li"Guesa I! d 
how many - l to 5." Another child guesses the number, Ji 
j~aybe 3. On opening his hand, if the guess was right, that 
1lchild who guessed has a turn. If the guess was wrong, the first 
! 
ichild has another turn. With small beads or pegs, the number 
I 
~~eld might go as far as 10. 
i! 
I! 
ii 
It 
i! II 
,i 
II 
II 
II !I 
HUNT YOUR PARTNER 
(Daily Life Arithmetics 
Guy T.-auiwell, William A. Brownell 
Ginn and Company, Boston, 1938) 
Ill Give out cards bearing numerals to half the class, and 
Jlcards with objects illustrating the numbers to the other half of :i 
lithe class. The children with the numbers hunt for the corres- :! 
l 
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ii 
'I li 
'I 
il ~ ! 
--~,_-____ "-- -,_,_ '- -- - --" . "- . -. 
the room and stand in correct place - 1 first, 2 next, etc. 
Then take up the cards and redistribute them, giving the · 
cards to those who had the object cards. 
To match and relate groups of objects with abstract 
POSTMAN 
(Dail~ Life Arithmetics 
Guy • "BUSwell, William A. Brownell 
Ginn and Company, Boston, 1938) 
. Give each child a card with a number which is his "house 
1l number. • One child is selected as postman and is given a 
,I 
I number of cards or envelopes with groups of marks on them, 
I 
I corresponding to the house numbers. He must deliver these to 
II the right places. If he makes a mistake, the child at whose· 
II 
,! 
11 house the mistake is, then becomes the postman. 
I 
I 
·I Use: 
I 
r 
To match and relate groups of objects with abstract 
I number. 
i 
! SKY BLUE or HOPSCOTCH 
{Standard Service Arithmetics 
J. w. Studebaker, et al 
Scott, Foresman and Company, New York, 
3 Most children know the game Sky 
=====*'= ==~~~~~-~~--~--~~---===-~=-B~lu~e~1~P;,;l;:a:;y~ed~~w:,;;:_~~--t~~-- ~-_?~ tline like that 
61. 
... 
:t-
I I the left of the title, stretched on the floor or on the ground. :; 
When the sections are numbered as here, the practice in read-
I 
ing the number symbols is obvious. 
I j: 
'I II 
li 
II 
II 
ARK ~ER GAME 
0 0 0 ~ - .. -- ... . 
II 
i Make an ark from a pasteboard box. Leave a large open-
I 
! ing in the side for animals to enter by. Cut animals from 
11 construction paper, several pairs of each kind. On one animal 
I of each pair, draw a number and on the other, the word for that 
I number, as "4" on one, and "four" on the other. Give these 
I 
j animals to the children, who must match the ones they have and 
II then march their animals into the ark. The teacher or one of 
II the children can stand at the ark and see that the pairs are 
II correct. 
I 
I Use: 
I 
To match abstract number. symbols with printed number name~ 
II 
,I 
II 
,, 
I 
NUMBER PARTY 
<gail~ Life Aritbmetics 
uy • "Biiiwell, William A. Brownell 
Ginn and Company, Boston, 1938) 
Have seven or eight children sit in a corner. Give all 
i the other children numbers as names. One child comes to the 
first group and says, "May I come into your party?" and taps 
his number on the floor, or knocks on the wall. The children 
! ~ 
!! 
!i q 
il jl 
.: II 
.. ~ 1l 
, I 
·-~-
ii 
q 
ll 
II 
II ~ll 
ii 
I in the group say, "Yes, five (or whatever the number is), you 
may come in." Then another child comes. The ones in the group 
may take turns inviting the children in. 
To relate abstract number with semi-concrete form of 
identification of number. 
MARCHING GAME 
(Standard Service Arithmetics 
J. w. Studebaker et al 
Scott, Foresman and Company, New York, 
1929) 
Cards with numerals are given to part of the class. 
There should be only one card for a number. Cards with objects 
illustrating these numbers are given to other children. 
Teacher calls a number. The child who has that number marches 
around the room, and all the cards expressing the same number, 
march behind him. The cards may have circles, blocks, or 
pictures to illustrate the number. 
[l]Q~~LJ 
Use: To relate abstract number with object grouping. 
HIDE THE ERASER 
(Primary Arithmetic 
John R. Clark, Arthur s. Otis, Caroline 
Hatton 
World Book Company, New York) 
A child closes his eyes and counts slo.wly to 10. 
.. - 1-
i 
11 Another child hides an eraser. When the first child finishes 
II counting to 10, he begins to look for the eraser. If he has not i 
/!found it before the whole class has counted slowly to 10 twice, :: 
!I li the class tells him where it is. 
ii 
I! Use: To learn to count in series. 
il 
~ I 
I I, 
li ,, 
p 
I' 
II 
ii 
II 
GAME OF BLINDFOLD 
(Searchlight Arithmetics 
B. R. Buckingham, w. J. Osburn 
Ginn and Company, Boston, 1927) 
Have a child cover his eyes. Have the other children 
I, li form a circle ai:Jd march around until the one in the center says 'ii 
.IJ "Stop." He points at the circle with a ruler or pointer. The ' 
I' 
II one toward whom he is pointing begins counting. The one in the 
l1 
I! center must guess who is counting. He has three guesses. If 
/fhe guesses correctly, the child who has counted must take his 
I' ll place. If not, he must stay in the circle one more time. 
II Use : Counting number. 
ii 
I' !! 
tl !i 
II 
I 
1
1.1 
TEN LITTLE INDIANS 
Have some child count 10 children. Have the group of 10 ' 
children standing at the back of the room, come forward, one at : 
a time, as the children sing, "One little, two little, three 
I 
1 little Indians," etc. Occasionally stop the singing suddenly. 
II 
11 Let some pupil count the number who have come forward and compar·e 
1
1 this number with the number last mentioned in the song. 
I 
I 
64 
\35 
•• announced in the song. Here-~:ain,"::o-; :::::~:all; ~o c::~~~-- - ~ 
L 
1 the point reached in the group with the point reached in the I 
song. Do not let the children confuse "4" with the "fourth" 
child. "4" must stand for the group of 4. 
Use: Counting number. Identifying number. 
BASKETBALL 
(%ail~ Life AritP~etics 
uy • '"'"lruiwe11, William A. Brownell 
Ginn and Company, Boston, 1938) 
I 
Set a large waste basket or box in an open space, and J 
draw a line 6 or 7 feet away. Have the children stand behind I 
a line and take turns throwing into the basket. Each child hasl 
5 or 10 throws with beanbags (or soft balls). He then counts I 
the number on the floor as he picks them up for the next child, I 
II 
!j 
in which case his score is better if it is small. 
Use: Counting number. 
BOUNCE THE BALL 
(Daily Life Aritbmetics 
Guy T.-auiwell, William A. Brownell 
Ginn and Company, Boston, 1938) 
One child stands in front of the class and bounces the 
ball any number of times from 1 to 10. The other children 
listen. The child who bounced the ball calls on another child 
to show how many times the ball was bounced. This may be done 
by showing fingers, drawing marks on the blackboard, or tapping 
the floor. (This method can be decided beforehand). If the 
child reproduces the number correctly, he is allowed to bounce 
=~~ceo-'===!!== -- - --=-=' - -~:---=oc- '-='=~-=-~==~'---===--=~= 
I 
I 
II 
i 
I 
I 
~~~ ~-·~-=:-.. :c.: .. =---=·==--=--== .... =---oc-... - == --=----~ .--: -=-c·: _,-,_-----c~~---o--=-~~---~--=--------------------· 
J the ball the next time. 
Use: Counting number. 
GAME OF NINEPINS 
(Dail~ Life Arithmetics 
Guy • BUSwell, William A. Brownell 
Ginn and Company, Boston, 1938} 
Draw crosses on the floor in a design for setting up 
ninepins. Place paper cylinders over these crosses. (Empty 
cereal boxes can be used). Each player rolls a soft rubber bal 
to knock down as many cylinders as he can. His score is the 
number of cylinders that he knocked down. 
Use: Counting number. 
BINGO 
Give players cards made out with 
2 ..., I I numbers on them in place of letters. 
4 ~ I+ I~ The players mark the center with "0 11 
' I 
il 
H 
]I 
I II 
!! 
II I 
i 
I, ,, 
II 
il II 
I 3 ~ o ,, 22. from the number ticket box. The teachet, 
or leader~ calls a number, exposes it t~ 1....,___._.---+--+--+----t 
I I 0 12. 20 2.5" 1~~~-+--~--+-~ 
I s ~ 
'"'---'--...... --...__....__~ 
I~ 21 13 
" 
view. The children find the number in ij 
II 
their ticket box and place it on the 
card. The first player with a com-
I, 
!I 
il 
II 
II 
il 
pleted row in any direction is the winner. 
Use: Identifying number. II . 
'I II 
I' 
• ~·~~ c~~c~~·~~~~~~ 
u 
ij 
II 
i 
1: 
I. 
i 
MAY I? 
(Dail~ Life Arithmetics 
Guy • ~well, William A. Brownell 
Ginn and Company, Boston, 1938) 
li The leader stands behind a line drawn on the floor or 
i: :~ ground, and the other players behind another line, facing the 
leader some 25 or 30 feet away. The leader tells each child in 
i' turn how many steps and what kind of steps he may take. "John, 'j 
·I 
you may take 5 baby steps." "Peggy, you may take i' 2 giant steps.:~' ~ f 
i' 
1 "Bobby, you may take 4 duck steps." Each chi.ld in his turn 
1: must say, "May I?" before he takes his steps, or he must go 
II 
tl 
li back to the base and start over. The player who reaches the 
II 
li leader's line first is the leader the next time. 
I 
ll Use: Counting number. 
1: 
ii 
I 
~~ III. GROUPING. i; 
p 
i! GROUP SITUATIONS 
I 
:i 
·, 
! 
:; 
'I 
·I 
!l 
2 (pairs): 
!i 
shoes, gloves, rubbers, ·wheels on bicycLe, couple, ii 
,/ 
I 
doubles (tennis), twins, etc. 
3 (trios): triplets, daddy-mother-child, triangle (sides), 
bases (baseball). 
4 (quartet): weeks in month, cart (set of wheels), seasons, 
. square (sides). 
£: boys' basketball team, lines on a music staff, points on a 
star. 
6: hockey team, half dozen, six-shooter gun. 
7: days in the week. 
II 
'I il 1. 
·I l ~ 
i! 
I! 
I' 
I' ,, 
j: 
I' 
===oj== ======= === ====~~==== 
9: 
10: 
11: 
octave, notes in a seale. 
baseball team. 
units of 10, dime, fingers, toes. 
football team. 
dozen, months in the year, inches on a ruler, hours on a 
clock. 
X 
X 
X 
X 
TEACH THE GROUP IDEA 
{~ail~ Life Arithmeties 
uy .lruiwell, William A. Brownell 
Ginn and Company, Boston, 1938) 
X 
.X X 
A ~ C. 1> I!' F 
i' 
Note how difficult it is to tell without counting which 
i; groups (A-C) have 5 objects. There are however standard 
I ii patterns tor 5 1 such .as in groups D-F, which once learned, can 
I 
j; be recognized as 5 at a glance. For training in the reeogni-
1: 
I' 
1: tion of groups numbering 4 or more, only regular patterns 
t: should be used. 
!; 
COUNTING DISCS 
i: 
i: 
Counting discs glued to cards, 7" x 10", may be flashed 
I ) for quick group recognition. 
li 0 () C) 0 e 0 e 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 
!I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 0 0 0 0 
:: 
I ,, 
i: 
i 
'j 
:1 li 
==IF 
I 
,, 
II 
I :I ~ I 
I 
6b 
GROUPING WITH CIRCLES 
I' Use circles to show many kinds of grouping arrangements, 
I 
1, e.g. 6: ;. 
!; 0 0 
!! 
I: o li 0 
i 
it 0 0 i; 
I! 
II 
HEasiest 
ir 1: 
I 
c 
0 
to 
t:most used. 
I 
li 
0 0 c 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 t) 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 
t) 
0 0 
0 0 
"see" at a glance is 0 
• • 
This pattern is 
0 0 
GROUPING WITH JACKS 
1: Children toss jackstones for various group arrangements. 
~ I 
IIThen they tell orally the number in the group. 
'· 
GROUPING WITH NUMBER FRAME!/ 
Use the Number Frame. Group numbers · in set patterns. 
1: 
I. 
1: Show 2 beads and 3 beads. How many beads all together? Show 
' i: 
f
13 beads and 2 beads. Point out that there are the same number 
''of f, 
i 
i· 
II 
i 
ii 
1: 
I. 
1: 
i 
I! 
beads whether we take the 2 or the 3 first. 
select a group of 4 balls, or 4 books, or 4 kites, or 4 
,': 
,, 
d 
iof 
L 
any object in which the children are interested and which canii 
I! 
il 
easily grouped. Show the class that the group is composed of!i IJbe 
1: 1'----yr-r---:=s:-:e~e-Chapter IV, page 28. 
,I 
,, 
,, 
li4 units; have some of the children count the 4, if they wish. 
i j!Then separate the group into 2 parts, each of 2 units. Then 
i ~!again, ask how many in the original group. Now ask how many 
I· 
11obj ects are in one of the smaller groups, and then how many are 
i; 
!•in the other group. Then bring out the fact that "2 balls and 2 
: ~ 
1: 
liballs are 4 balls." 
I, 
11 
tJv. 
I' 
L 
I 
I, !; 
I~ 
! 
SERIES~· 
WHAT COMES AFTER? 
The teacher starts the game with a question: "What comes ; 
l~atter 6?" Child answers, "7". The child then has a turn to 
li 
!:ask another child, "What comes after 3?" The game proceeds as 
;j 
!!before. 
r 
I' 
I! 
1: d 11 
CIRCLE GAME 
1: Ten children stand in a circle holding cards bearing 
I' linumbers 1 to 10. 
I' 
One child steps to the center of the ring and 
isays, ,;I am 6. Where do I belong?" The children with "5" and 
I' 
1!"7" raise their hands. "6" steps betwe.en them. Continue the 
j:game, using other numbers. 
•' 
,. 
I 
I 
I AM THINKING OF TWO NUMBERS 
Give the children paper and pencil. Say, ni am thinking 
l:of a number that goes between 2 and 4. 
'i j; your paper." 
li 
linumber that comes after 7. Write it." 
I
ll 
·I 
Write the number on 
Vary the game by saying, "I am thinking of the 
Or, "Write the number 
It 
j[that comes before 5." 
i 
II use: 
!l 
i· 
I 
ii 
li 
li . 
./!and 
FUN WITH NUMBERS 
Write the numbers ~hat are left out: 
I 3 5 ~ g 10 
. 
2 + 7- ~ 
-
I 3 7 Jo 
-
I 2 4 {, 9 
3 5 ~ lo 
Recognizing series idea. 
THE LADDER GAME 
•i 
'I Write the missing numbers in their places on the ladders,:: 
1:' 
climb the ladders to the top: 
roo 
IO 
' 
q q 
8' f 
'1 7 , 
t, (, 
.s- 5 
+ 
.3 .3 3 
2. .!1 2.. 
I 
• I " ' " 
,I 
'''"'';! 
Recognizing series idea. !I ,I 
ii 
""' 
-
MISSING NUMBERS 
(Lawrence Course of Stud} 
Lawrence# Massachusetts 
The child puts in the missing numbers with number tickets,i: 
' 
.3 5 
" g '1 II I~ 
JS" 11 I'/ .;).I 
~3 ;15 :J.l, ~8' 
.:Z.'I 31 33 a+ 
.3(., 31 39 +o 
Use: Recognizing the series idea. 
NUMBER BEFORE AND NUMBER AFTER 
Have the children fill in the missing numbers in the 
empty circles: 
® @ @ 0 @ 0 
0 GO 0 @ 0 
0 @ 0 0 0 0 
0 ® 0 0 G 0 
0 @ 0 0 @ 0 !j :! 
liuse: Recognizing series idea. 
' 
" ii 
p 
I' 
IV • COMPARISONS. 
i ~ d MORE OR LESS 
'(Spot Patterns) 
Hold up Spot Patterns, and ask children, "Which is more? 
ii 
1: Which is less?" 
! 
MORE OR LESS 
(Pegs) 
Partners take a handful of pegs. Each takes turns 
li 
J deciding who has more - who has less. They count, as a check. 
MORE OR LESS 
(Fact Finders) §./ 
Use several Fact Finders, with varying numbers of beads 
Ask, "Which is more? Which is less? 
I 
Which is least?":! I 
I: 1 cat 
I 
1! 5 pigs 
li 
!i 4 dogs 
WHICH IS MORE? 
Draw a line under the one that is more: 
or 2 cats 1 
or 5 dogs 3 
or 2 cows 4 
or 3 cats 1 
or 2 pigs 5 
or 2 dogs 4 
§I 
Chapter IV, page 28. See 
or 
or 
or 
or 
or 
or 
2 
5 
2 
3 
2 
2 
'I 
il 
,I 
II 
I' 
" :: 
I' 
~ 
MORE OR LESS 
(Lawrence Course of Siudf 
Lawrence, Massachllse ts 
Ask: "There are 4 girls here and 8 boys there, which 
~tgr oup has more?" 
!i ;: 
11 
i' "I have 10 dolls here and 2 dolls there. Which is more?" .i 
"I have seven pennies in this hand, and 2 pennies in this .1! 
·I 
J'Which is more?" 
li 
"James has 9 marbles and Richard has 3. Who has leas?" 
"Jack has 2 cents, vera has 12¢. Who has less?" 
I' 
!:released to 5. 
! ~ 
Ask: Which is 
Which is 
Which is 
HIGHER AND LOWER 
(Balloons) 
(Lawrence Course of Sfudf 
Lawrence, Massachuse ta 
·HIGHER AND LOWER 
{Lawrence Course of Siud~ 
Lawrence, Masaachuse ts 
higher - the teacher's chair or your 
higher - the teacher's desk or your 
higher - the Teacher's head or your 
chair~ 
desk? 
head? 
1 
- lj 
_/ l: 
,..- li 
I: 
I 
li 
n-, 
II 
li ,, 
I 
Ask: Which is lower the teacher's desk or your desk? 
Which is lower - the teacher's chair or your chair? 
Which is lower - the teacher's head or your head? 
LARGER AND SMALLER 
(Lawrence Course of S~td! 
Lawrence, Massachuse s 
Ask: Which is larger - Jack's paper or mine? 
Which is larger - Linda's hand or mine? 
Which is larger - Russell's coat or mine? 
Which is larger your Daddy's shoes or yours? 
Ask: Which is smaller - Donny's gloves or mine? 
Which is smaller - your rubbers or mine? 
Which is smaller - your milk bottle in school or 
one in your refrigerator? 
BUBBLE BLOWING 
Four or five children blow bubbles into the air. The 
group observes the bubbles and makes the following comparisons: 
Which bubble is larger - Helen's or Ruth's? 
Which bubble is larger John's or Margaret's? 
Which bubble is the largest? 
Which bubble is smaller - Helen's or John's? 
Which went highest? 
Lowest? 
·;5 
1: 
I' 
li 
Ji 
I! 
Make an 
3 
5 
4 
:Make an 
6 
4 
li VI. ORDINALS. 
i1 
1: 
1: 
nx" on 
rrxn on 
FUN WITH NUMBERS 
the 
1 
8 
6 
the 
2 
6 
larsest number in each row: 
• 
X 2 
7 3 
2 3 
smallest number in each row: 
4 3 
3 7 
SPIN THE PAN 
(Dail' Life Arithmetics 
Guy • "13iiiwe11, William A. Brownell 
Ginn and Company, Boston, 1938) 
i Choose a group of 5. One child spins a large pan or 
J, 
II disc and calls another child by his place in line, as nfifth. n 
ll 
j: The one who is fifth must catch the pan before it stops spin-
!: 
I 
[' ning. If he catches it, the same one spins it again and calls 
I il out another child from the line. 
j! 
i: FIND THE CHAIR I 
! ~ 
(gail' Life Ari thme ties 
uy :aiiiwe11, w111iam A. Brownell 
Ginn and Company, Boston, 1938) 
.i 
first, second, thir,, Put 5 chairs in a row. Number them: 
:i 
~lb 
a turn. 
This game may be varied to increase interest, by calling 
the chairs - cars on trains. 
TELEPHONE 
(Da11~ Lif.e Ar1thmet1cs 
Guy • Buswell, William A. Brownell 
Ginn and Company, Boston, 1938) 
One child is chosen as operator. Another child calls up 
the operator, asking. for a pupil by giving the seat in the row 
which he occupies, as "P~ease give me the third one in the first 
row." The operator calls this person by name. If correct, she 
takes the place of the person called, who in turn becomes the 
operator. 
DAYS OF THE WEEK 
<gail~ Life Arithmetics 
uy .lruiwell, William A. Brownell 
Ginn and Company, Boston, 1938) 
Have 7 children stand in a line at the front of the room. 1 
:i 
[!Give each child the name of a day, the first child Sunday, the 
i 
i i' second child Monday, etc. Call a day (or have a pupil do it), 
I! 
I as Wednesday. The Wednesday child must step out of line and 
ji say, "I am the fourth day of the week." And so on, until all 
d 
I· 
I 
.-or" 
~ I 
il 
i! have been called. 
L 
I 
il i' VII. ARITHMETIC VOCABULARY. 
i 
II GENERAL 
I 
I' 
!· add divide 
I ~
ii addition, 
r 
i' 
J, answer 
i: 
If carry 
ii 
!, check 
I, 
1: 
i. circle 
I 
1; column 
I ,. 
i 
':' compare 
II difference 
j, 
i 
I, 
I' 
1: 
i' 
It 
I! all {in all) 
1: 
1; altogether 
I! 
i· both 
II 
I 
1: each 
,, 
!' fewer 
!' 
less 
many, more, most 
i, much 
,, 
" 
i' no 
l~ i: nothing 
i: 
once 
equals 
equal sign' 
example 
figures 
minus 
minus sf.gn 
multiply 
multiplication 
QUANTITY 
one-third 
one-fourth 
zero 
one 
two 
three 
four 
five 
six 
seven 
eight 
plus 
plus sign 
problem 
remainder 
square 
subtract 
subtraction 
sum 
times 
fourteen 
fifteen 
sixteen 
seventeen 
eighteen 
nineteen 
twenty 
thirty 
forty 
fifty 
sixty 
[:several 
i 
I' 
'some 
together 
twice 
!'one-half 
J: 
behind 
below 
beside 
between 
big, bigger, biggest 
bottom 
j; front 
,, 
!! 
I, 
nine 
ten 
eleven 
twelve 
thirteen 
SIZE AND LOCATION 
long, longer, longest 
low, lower, lowest 
lower-left 
lower-right 
middle 
narrow, narrower, 
narrowest 
JJheavy, heavier, heaviest right 
'I 
i j; high, higher, highest 
i' 
:large, larger, largest 
i' ,, 
l1left 
n i light, lighter, 
I; 
lightest 
short, shorter, 
shortest 
tall, taller, tallest 
top 
upper-left 
MONEY 
dollar 
half-dollar 
quarter 
.__.j__ 
seventy 
eighty 
ninety 
hundred 
thousand 
upper-right 
wide, wider, 
widest 
first 
second 
third 
fourth 
fifth 
sixth 
seventh 
eighth 
ninth 
tenth 
nickel 
penny 
• t .. 
'iS 
cupful 
i: 
1 day 
" li il dozen 
1: !: 
" .food 
I! 
[! gallon 
I! 
I II 
1: 
1: 
I' area 
average 
circle 
yard 
common denominator 
compare 
denominator 
fraction 
circle square 
pairs 
team 
couple 
MEASURES 
hour 
inch 
minute 
month 
ounce 
year 
improper .fraction 
integer 
like .fractions 
mixed number 
numerator 
perimeter 
proper .fraction 
whole number 
SHAPES 
straight line 
GROUPS 
round 
pair 
pint 
pound 
quart 
week 
rectangle 
reduce 
square 
surface 
terms 
unlike frac-
tiona 
triangle 
(Course of study in Arithmetic 
Meirose-,-Massachusetts, 1943) 
herd flock 
group crowd 
squad 
~11 
__,c~=== 
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1
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I' 
' 
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I ~ 
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CHAPTER VI 
ADDITION 
i ' 
The games and devices illustrated and presented in this 
!ichapter, are mostly based on the 100 addition facts. However, 
i: 'i 
iias the addition processes in the classroom progress to adding by i 
li 
I\ endings, bridging, carrying, and the adding of two- or three-
1 
jinumber columns, these games and devices can easily be adjusted 
I· 
I jto meet the current needs for drill. 
l 
I· 
ADDING 
(Arithmetic Can Be Fun 
Munro Leaf - - -
J. B. Lippincott Company, New 
York, 1949) 
We want to know "How many more one number is than 
ljanother. 11 
I, 
To find that out, we play an arithmetic game that is 
/jcalled Adding, and this is how we play it: 
II 
I 
j:th!s -
!; 
If I didn't have any dogs at all, then I might look like 
~ , and people would say he has no dogs, or they would 
i' 
! itsay he has zero - •o• - dogs, because zerlmea:ns no dogs or no 
iianything. Then somebody gave me 1 dog • I would have 
l!just one dog, because 0 and 1 makes only 1. 
II 
I' 
·li 
I•· 
i' and somebody gave me another 
But if I had one dog l, 
~ l, dog 
i 
i 
'I 
il 
il 
i: then I would have lA dogs. :I :i I Because 1 and 1 makes 2~ 
I 
H4 
When we put 1 and 1 together, we add them. PUT TOGETHER 
):means ADD, and in arithmetic we draw a little sign called PLUS, 
;: like this : + , when we mean to add or put together. 
; 
' A + .J AA I· I' i' li makes ,, 
IJ 1 1 2 I. 
i! instead to say "makes" !!and of always having we use another I; 
. sign called EQUALS that means "makes" and looks like this : = . : 
How many do you think 
Count the dogs. 
DISCS 
(The 3 Story) 
-
-
!: Use circular discs. Each child has 10. Start with 3 
!i 
!:discs - o o o. Separate into 1 circle and 2 circles: 0 
i: j!Switch circles. Show that it makes no difference whether we 
::start with 1 and add 2, or start with 2 and add 1. 
I i' 
oo. 
____ _.pans. i !' 
I, 
I; 
i' o o o o o o o and o 
I' 
are dots. 
----- '! 
il 
d I!Qand@~~@® are balls.:J 
"' 
,. 
NUMBER FACTS 
(with pegs and number tickets) 
(Lawrence Course of sftdr 
Lawrence, Massacnuse s 
The children use pegs to make a picture of each story: 
5" + ~ 
3 --4- ~ 
~ + 4-
3 + !) 
+ + 2. 
S' +5" 
IIIII + tl 
"' + n II + llll 
Ill + 1\111 
1111 + 
" I Jill + IIIII 
b. Child shows picture of I· :1a. Child shows picture in pegs 
ii 
' ! under each story: fact with numbers from 
number box: 
2. + :1. = + Ill + II • IIIII 
1\ + II - tIll fi1 ..... G :0 
3 ..J- ~ - £, IIU + 
,..,,,, 
Ill + \U == Ill Ill I±J + G -~ 
+ I 3 
, + 
'" 
== IIIII 
-~ -
" 
+ 
' 
-= Ill ~ + 0 ::::. rn 
-4- + 3 - 1 Jl + II -::: I II I 
1111 + Ill '$ fllllll 0 + 0 -[3 
----
I 
:I 
·' i 
1] 
II 
Child places correct number of pegs beside each number, 
i:and the correct answer to each fact, with number tickets: 
I 
I. 
""" 
,__ It q Ullllllt s 1111, 
+I I +I , ..f-1 
' 
±.L I 
l1J [!] §] IT1 
+ HI f '1 llll "' 3 Ill ~ 1111 f 
0 I +I ' ..f. I I +2 ll rn (f1 [11 
DISCS 
Use 6 - o o o o o o - discs. 
Separate discs to make number combinations. 
i,o o o o o 
!· 
lio o o o 
I 
i 
i'o o o 
0 5 and 1 are 6. 
0 0 4 and 2 are 6. 
0 0 0 3 and 3 are 6. 
Reverse the combinations: 
0 0 0 0 0 1 and 5 are 6. 
0 0 0 0 2 and 4 are 6. 
0 0 0 3 and 3 are 6. 
y 
USE OF FACT FINDER 
Use the Fact Finder - beads on a wire. 
i:ings for 6. 
I ro 00000 00 0000 
I 
000 000 
±7 See Chapter IV, page 28. 
0000 00 
Find all group-
00000 0 
y 
USE OF COHERE-0-GRAPH 
H Use rabbit and duck cut-outs first, then stars and discs 
I, 
il 
I! on the Cohere-0-Graph, to make number combinations to 10. E.g., 
/istart with 8 rabbits in this pattern: 
II 
I 
i! 
li 
I 
: 
j!Aild reverse the combinations. !I 
:j 
·l 
I 
! 
THINGS TO DO WITH 7 i\ 
Color to show the story about 5 and 2 are 7: 
~+·· .. ·· 
I' 
:' ,, 
1: 
!!Color 
i 
I: 
I! 
I! 
to sho~ the story about 6 and 1 are 7: 
li 4.---.-ro-- .... -....,r----~---~ ..... -.:. &-.......... -~ 4--r..----,;;.-'l""'t' ___ ;...,_ .... ~~ 
1'----r---
11: Chapter IV, page 28. 
'I 
I 
II d 
i' ~--4=============~~==o==================== 
~· 
i. 
i 
" !!Color to show the story about 4 and 3 are 7: 
li 
I! 
I 
I 
!Color to show the story about 2 and 5 are 7: 
! 
ii 1Color to show the story about 3 and 4 are 7: 
' 
I !i 
WHICH GROUP DID I WRITE? 
(The New Curriculum Arithmetics 
Leo ~rueckner, et al 
II 
i· 
t: 
John C. Winston Company, Philadelphia, 
1935} 
II 
I' I! A child goes out into the dressing room. The teacher 
]! 
11 puts the group story on the board as: 
1: 
I' 0 0 0 0 0 
I· 
I' 
ll and then erases it, after the children study the fact. 
I 
The 
i children say n5". 
i 
The child who has hidden returns and tries 
I 
! guess what group it was: 
li 
1: "Is it 4 and 1?" "No, it is not 4 and 1." 
ll 
"Is it 2 and 3?" "Yes, it is 2 and 3." 
j; 
nChildren 
H 
r 
I! 
! 
! 
clap for a successful turn. 
BEAN BAG __ _ 
(Lawrence Course of Sitdt 
Lawrence, Massacnuse s 
Have a board with holes punched 
in it of different values. Each child 
I 
I 
has two turns. Add the scores. A 
scorekeeper puts marks on the board for : 
! 
each hit, and it is these marks that 
are added. A third child may write the 
~Zz2Z~--------------.lnumber story in figures. 
i: 
I! Children roll marbles toward the wall that has paper 
\!arches, about 2 inches high marked with numbers. Scorekeeper 
!·marks the number rolled to. After the second shot, the total is i 
F ,. 
I' 
iladded. Player begins with the first arch, and after getting it 
I 
1in there, he moves on to the next arch. On &ccessive turns, 
i 
lthe player progresses. 
l• 
it 
/! 
" i 
$TELEPHONE GAME 
<gaily Life Arithmetic& 
uy T.-suiwell, William A. Brownell 
Ginn and Company, Boston, 1938) 
Give each pupil a number. The teacher says, "I am call-
I 
I \'ing 2 and 4." (Or any combination). The one who has the 
li i,number 6• answers, "This is 6." The game continues in this way. 
i· 
I 
i 
j 
BALL GAME 
(Teachi~ Aritnmetic ~ Primary Gradts 
Robert ee Morton 
Silver Burdett Company, Boston, 194,) 
Have 6 pupils form a circle. Give each one a number. 
i !The teacher calls a combination, as 4 and 1, and at the same 
' li 
1
1 
time bounces a rubber ball in the circle. The pupil who has 
I~ ilnumber 5, catches the ball. If the person who has the number 5, 
I! 
I! that is, the answer to the combination, does not catch the ball, 
I 
I' !:he must take his place at his seat, and a new child is chosen to 
r 
11 take his place. 
" I! 
it i; 
I 
I· 
I 
1: 
I 
I' 
i! ii 
' 
THE ENDLESS CHAIN 
(Number i:Ql~h Levine c art, A. c. Eldridge, J. c. i: 
\I 
Brown ,: 
1: 
i: 
Rand, McNally and Company, New York, 19~4) 
li 
The whole class forms an "endless chain," a circle join-
/i ing hands, with the teacher or captain in the center. The 
I! teacher flashes the cards with number facts written on them, 
'I 
1: at a time so all may see them. Each player says his card in 
one:! 
'I 
:I 
:J 
" :I 
il 
I' 
I! 
====-'llc=it-== 
i' 
I: turn. When a child fails, the chain is broken, and the children , 
II 
,, 
/'on each side of him unclasp hands with him. The broken link 
I• 
J: ~~ust go within the circle. If he can give the correct answer 
I 1:when another player fails, he may return to his place in the 
i 
i.chain. 
I! 
i 
I 
I 
I' 
i FOOTBALL 
(Number Helps 
Lovine Lockhart, A. C. Eldridge, J. c, 
Brown 
Rand, McNally and Company, New York, 
1924) 
li 
i! Select two teams of 11 children (Notre Dame and Army) 
1: II iiWi th a child as a scorer, and the teacher as referee. 
l! 
.. 
1: 
Give each player a number from 1 to 11. Write on the 
ifboard the combinations you are going to drill on. As the 
i! teacher points to a combination, the pupil with the correct 
i 
i: answer on each side calls out the answer. If the answer is 7, 
i 
i 11and 7 on the Notre Dame team gives the answer first, he makes a 
1: 
i
1
gain, and vice versa. If the players of the Notre Dame team 
figive the answer first four times in succession, they make a 
I' I 
1: "first down." 
li 
I. 
li 
If the players of the Army team give the answer first, it; 
!, is their ball and they try to make four gains for a first down. 
I 
!i Play continues. 
I' 
I: 
II 
li 
.I 
II 
j: 
!' 
II 
I 
I 
T 
I 
P,RAB BAG 
(Number Helb H • 
Lovine Loc art~ A. c. Eldridge, i 
J. C. Brown .: 
Rand, McNally and Company, New YorJt., 
1924) i 
The whole class plays, one at a time. Cards with numbers'[ 
i 
, from 1 to 20 printed on them, are put into a bag. Each child in! 
i 
!, turn draws out a card and writes on the board all the combina-
1 
i 
i· tiona whose sum is that number. il 
STEPPING STONES 
'I 
i ( Teachin~ Ari tbmetic in Primary Grades i 
Robert ee Morton '' 
Silver Burdett Company, Boston, 1945): 
Draw on the floor (if feasible) or on the ground, figures' 
I 
,, 
!.representing stepping stones across a stream. Each of them is 
L !;marked with one of the combinations. In order to cross the 
/'stream, the pupil must give the answer to each combination as he/ 
i; ,, 
!jumps from one stone to another. If he fails, he falls in the 
!iwater. Pupils may take turns in crossing the stream, or they 
limay choose sides and see what side can get the greater number 
I 
i.i 
i: of children across the stream. 
I! 
I; 
HAVE YOU SEEN MY GEESE? 
(Searchlight Arithmetics 
B. R. Buckingham, w. J. Osburn 
Ginn and Company, Boston, 1927) 
Choose a group of six children. Each child has a large 
11 number pinned to his clothing or hung about his neck, in full 
'! 
i 
,I 
i 
I 
~iew. The teacher becomes the farmer; the children form a ring 
~ound her. Farmer goes to someone in the ring, and says, 
l: 
[~Robert, have you seen my geese?" Robert, whose number is 2, say$, 
! 
i"No, how many have you?" Farmer answers with any number that, 
I' (' 
•ith 2, will not make more than 6. Robert then adds the number 
~sked fo.r, say "2", to his number and looks for 4. If he can 
I ~atch 4 before 4 runs around the circle and back to his place, 
H 
i' ~ has to go to his seat and a new child is chosen to be 4. If 
~e does not catch 4, Robert goes to his seat and another child 
/tts chosen for his place. 
I ~ 
lrsks a similar question. 
" 
1'. 
The Farmer goes to another child and 
BASEBALL 
(Dail~ Life Aritbmetics 
Guy .13U.Swe11, William A. Brownell 
Ginn and Company, Boston, 1938) 
!I 
!I 
;I 
.! 
'I 
Draw on the blackboard a figure to represent a baseball 
Write numbers at each base and outfield and one in the: 
j,Pitcher's box. Teacher points to the number in the pitcher's 
l:box and to one of the numbers at each base and outfield; pupil 
f) 
I; 
!.at bat must give the sum; of those two numbers. If the pupil 
I' 
!:does not miss any of the answers, he makes a run; if he misses 
I' d /·anY of them, he is out. After 3 outs, the sides change. 
!I 
PUSSY WANTS A CORNER 
(Teachi~ Arithmetic in Primary Grades 
Rober Lee Morton 
Silver Burdett Company, Boston, 1945) ·I :l 
;I 
r Give numbers from 1 to 6 to the children so that pairs ofi 
.! I! 
ltchildren will have the same number. 
i ,, 
The teacher becomes "Pussy.~ 
'I I!The children form a large open ring about Pussy, who is in the 
,, 
I! center. She goes to anyone in the ring, saying, "Pussy wants a 
licorner." The child to whom it is said asks, "What corner?" !! 
,, 
11 Then Pussy gives a combination, say 2 and 3, and the two 5 1 s 
1
! exchange places. Pussy tries to get one of the places while the 
I' 
j
1 
exchange is being made. If she is successful, the child whose 
l1place she got must go to his seat and another child is chosen 
u 
I' 1 ~ to take his place. The teacher had better retain place as 
1i 
11 "Pussy," because the children might have difficulty in keeping 
i: . 
ji comb ina tiona within bounds. 
II 
I' d li 
ll 
ll 
!\ 
:I 
II 
.. 
I AM THINKING OF TWO NUMBERS 
(~ Children Learn to Use Arithmetic 
~L. Rosenquist --
Ginn and Company, Boston, 1949) 
The teacher begins the game by saying, "I am thinking of r 
l;two numbers that make 8 11 • The pupil volunteers that 5 and 3 are : 
' 
The teacher answers that this is correct, but it was not the 
:i 
!I 
ii8, 
J:number combination she was 
I: 
thinking of. The game continues unti\ 
i'a pupil guesses correctly. 
! 
Then the pupil takes the teacher's 
i;place, whispers two numbers to the teacher and gives the total 
li 
I, to the class. 
li 
l 
I' pieces 
p 
' 
EATING WAT:e:RMELON 
(Number UlE:h 
tov!ne c art, A. c. Eldridge, J. c. 
+ 
Brown 
Rand, McNally and Company, New York, 
1924) 
~ 
l, ' ,~ 
' ,'-
1 , ... ~'.,., ,_ , ... , 
,.~ . ,,,, 
+ 1 
I I I 1 f f t II tt fl\~ 
The number of pupils playing are as many as there are 
of watermelon drawn on the board. Figures are written 
1: . 
ji on the 
i! 
It 
I 
pieces to represent seeds, as shown in the illustration. 
Add to the number (seeds) any number selected for special ~i 
!~ [.drill, i.e., 7. 
1: 
'· 
See which row or group can eat the melon in 
r: shortest time by giving the correct answers for all the 
!i 
I 
I combinations. 
I· 
! 
:; 
the[l 
:I 
i 
,I 
;j 
i.l 
H6 
i: 
!: i; 
TWINKS 
(~ Pstchology and Teaching £! 
Num er, page-s2 
Margaret Drummond 
World Book Company, New York, 1922) 
A pack of cards (any number) is provided, numbered from 
i,l to 14 (or any other number) to each of four pupils. They are ~~placed :face down in front o:f them. Then the cards are turned 
I· up, one at a time, by the pupils, in a clockwise direction. 
ll 
i:A ttention is paid to the totals on the cards. When any pupil 
I• 
1:finds that any two cards total a predetermined sum -·J~ay 15 -
' calls out "Twink" and may take the two sets of cards involved 
[: 
I 
I. 
FOR MENTAL COMPUTATION 
The teacher gives the class a number - say 5. The 
I• teacher then calls off another number - say 6. The pupil 
I 
l' 1!raises his hand and calls out the total. The teacher then calls II . 
I! a new number which is to be added to his total - say 9. Thus: 
J, 
I; 
5 and 6 are 11 and 9 are 20, etc. 
liThe game continues until a mistake is made. Then a new series 
liis started. 
p 
I! 
I' 
I: 
MATCHING .CARDS 
t: li A set of cards are made up with numbers to be added. The 
I! 
!!correct total is given on the reverse side of each card. These 
,, 
1: 
1i 
II 
j/cards are plac~d against the chalk tray. 'A duplicate set of 
licards is made and distributed, one to a pupil. The second set : 
'idoes not have the total on the reverse side. The pupil adds theii 
!: 
i1 numbers on his card, finds the corresponding card in the chalk 
I. 
:'tray, and then checks to see if his total is correct. Teams can : I' r 
ibe formed and points given to that team completing their total 
I 
first and without mistakes. 
TRIANGLE GAME 
Copy a triangle like the diagram~ 
~Tite a number beside each dot. You 
must pick a number for each dot so that , 
the sum of the four numbers on each 
line is 20. Use each of the numbers 
from 1 to 9, but use each of them only 
!' 1. g once. Use 2, 5, and 8 for the dots at 
i' 
!1the corners of your triangle. 
" 
+2. 
WALKING THE TIGHT ROPE 
I 
(The New Curriculum Arithmetics 
teo ~Brueckner, et al 
John c. Winston Company, Philadelphia, 
1935) 
s 
Draw a sketch of a tight rope on the board. The child 
across the rope by giving the right answer to the 
!combinations. 
I' 
9b 
=+ 
li 
II 
L 
i· 
I· 
I I 
! 
I• 
+1 
Can you go up 
linumber in the circle 
I 
I· 
+S" 
STEPPING. UP 
(Arithmetic For YotjiS America - Grade 3 1 
Johri R. cl~ Ru I. Baldwin, 
· Caroline Hatton Clark 
World Book Company, New York, 1949} 
7 0 
+f +~ 
these stairs without tripping? Add the 
to each number on the steps. 
HALt. OF FAME 
(Number Heli:fi 
Lovine Loc art, A. c. Eldridge, J. c. 
Brown 
Rand, McNally and Company, New York, ·i 
1924} ! 
r 
1: The whole class may play, one at a time. The teacher 
I 
~raws the Hall of Fame with a large number of steps leading up 
i, 
I' ito it, with number combinations written on each step. (The 
I 
1: 
harder ones should be at the top.} See who can reach the Hall 
r pf Fame by ~aying all the answers. Whoever does this may go and 
I 
~rite his or her name in the Hall of Fame. 
' 
BEAN BAG GAME 
(Standard Service Aritbmetics 
J. W. Studebaker, et al 
Scott, Foresman and Company, New York~ 
1929) 
Some variety in the Bean Bag Game:! 
may be secured by using a pattern 
illustrated, and allowing each child 3 
trials. Some scores will doubtless 
include zero combinations and provide 
practice in column addition with zero. 
Scores may be kept as follows: 
Martin -¥Gerald Gail Louise stephen 
1 
0 
3 
4 
0 
g 
0 
L 
I 
0 
3 
1 0 
0 + 
q 0 
0 :2. 
0 
1 
2 
' 0 
t, 
() 
2. 
3 
0 
I. 
3 
2 
0 
BEAN BAG GAME 
0 
1 
0 
3 
0 
0 
(Standard Service Aritbmetics 
J. W. Studebaker, et al 
Scott, Foresman and Company, 
1929) 
New York,: 
·, 
A form for a bean bag game simil8.f 
•, 
to the one shown may be drawn on the 
floor with chalk and numbered as 
indicated. Each child gets 2 throws. 
.I[ The child counts the number in the 
li space in which the bag falls. If the 
2. () !S 0 a 0 
0 
' ' 
+ .4 I 
~ag drops on the line, it counts "O". At the close of the game, :
1 
!' 
'hildren may add their scores. This provices a real situation 
!I 
'i 
II 
II 
II 
I! 
i! 
I! 
I' 
!' 
====~~====~======~ 
il 
li l; I~ 
li 
i! 
I; 
H 
II 
" I, I, 
li 
I! 
5 
8 
9 
is used. 
6 
+7 
1 
7 
HUNTING WILD GEESE 
Arrange the nine digits on the 
blackboard in an angle representing a 
number of wild geese in characteristic 
flight formation. 
Let the digits occur in random 
order, and let the order be changed 
occasionally. As a bullet, use any 
If the bullet is 7, the pupil wings the 
l 
' 
!number from 1 to 9. 
i! 
liseese by naming in rapid succession the sums, 13, 9, 12, 15, 11, ! 
I· I 
I! ~~10, 16, 8, 14. The order in which the sums are named may be 
I /changed at will. The pupil may begin with 14 and end with 13. 
! 
! 
I 
,i 
N'UMaEa DRILL 
After the number facts have been learned, write the 
j: i
1
combinations on small cards and the answers on other cards. 
I: 
!;Arrange in sets of 10. One set is put in a paper cup and shaken~i 
i! 
I\Half the number cards is laid out in order on the desk. The 
jl 
/!child matches as many as possible, filling all empty spaces from 
lithe cup. The game is to see whether he can succeed in emptying 
I• 
lithe cup. 
I' 
When completed, each set should be checked from a 
1/!master card. 
! 
!I 
After some practice, a time limit may be set. 
1: 
.I 
1: 
II 
I 
j_Oi 
I' ,I 
li 
If 
!! 
it Have a picture of a group of clowns each with a number. 
il 
\iAdd - say 7 - to each clown' a number. Change their names again 
" ,, 
i'by adding 2, 3, 6, 8, 4, 5, 10, etc. 
I 
I KNOW 
Each child makes cards for facts to be reviewed. At his 
i:seat he will try to answer each one. The ones he answers 
!correctly will go in his "I Know" pile. Those he does not 
l 
answer correctly will go in his "I Do Not Know" pile. These are · 
tthe ones to be studied further. 
i 
!! 
0 
STAR AND C::I:RCLE 
<~ course 2!. si£dJ Lynn, Massachuse s 
The teacher points to the center : 
number. The child may add any number 
outside the star or the circle. 
========~~-================= 
:I 
r: p 
I. I . 
I I 4- g 
'1 S" 3 
<f L 2.. 
li 
DARTS 1! 
i 
(The Stone Arithmetic - page 3 ,I 
JOEn c. Stone , 
Benjamin H. Sanborn, New York, 1927) r) 
! 
Darts can be used to throw at 
the target - as illustrated. The sum 
of the numbers hit must be added. 
BRINGING HOME.THE COWS 
(Searchlight Arithmetics 
Buckingham, B. R., w. J. Osburn 
Ginn and Company, Boston, 1927) 
!: Bringing Home the Cows is a good drill device to use when 
~~: large number of combinations have been taught. 
1/ The farmer has a great many cows, so he gives them numbers i 
,; 
~nstead of names. These numbers are represented by combinations.! 
for exam~le, if a cow's number is 6, this may be represented by 
f~--~' ~!lli[ll1s_ l, or 5 and 1. The cows, as pictured by the 
Jeacher, eat grass all day, but as the sun goes down the children'! 
-~o out to bring them home. Each cow has to be called by its 1 
L 
tight number before it will come. The children try to bring all 
~he cows home. 
i\ 
I! 
!i 
II 
il 
ll 
II 
~ 
·---
.... 
RACE TRACK ADDITION 
See how fast the children can go 
around the track, adding the number at :! 
:I 
the center to the numbers on the track. :1 
Larger numbers may be used if desired, 
.. · .. 
II li 
I !) ,, 
li 
I, 
=I+ 
\( 
!land more numbers may be placed around the track. 
\' 
/ 
,_/ FIREMAN 
The whole class may play, 
one at a time. Divide the class 
into two fire companies. Draw on 
,, 
,I 
H 
'i the blackboard a picture of a houseii 
" 
\ 
- fire coming out of the window ' 
((~~~ith a ladder up to the window, 
with number combinations written 
between the rungs of the ladder. 
~---~ A brave fireman tries to 
J get to the top of the ladder by 
'- giving all the right answers as 
fast as he can. If he makes a 
I misstep, he comes down and a fire-
man from the other company takes 
his place. 
:; 
Score 1 each time a fireman reaches the top of the ladder.:· 
'i 
TEAM WORK GAME v 
',: 
i 
1. Pupils are arranged in rows with five pupils to a row •' 
~he'teacher then gives the first pupil in each row a paper with 
! 
five addition problemB on it. The first pupil solves the first 
I' 
~roblem and passes the sheet to the pupil behind him. The row 
,. 
fompleting the problem sheet first wins and points are given to 
II 
I! 
#= I' 
li 
[I il 
'! 
~J04 
II ll ,. 
t: 
!I 
I 
-===~-
!fthe winning team. 
:' 2. Pupils are arranged in teams of' about f'ive pupils 
11 11' !'each. The teacher puts a number of' addition problems on the 
I 
~~oard. One pupil f'rom each team comes to the board and solves a 
J,problem. The pupil who completes his problem f'irs t with the ,, 
i;correct answer wins a point f'or his team. 
REL~Y ~CE V 
{Number Heltth 
Lov!ne Loc art 1 A. c. Eldridge, 
J. c. Brown 
Rand, McNally and Company, 1924) 
The whole class may play. Have the same number of' 
!;children in each row. The teacher, or a captain, places a 
;! 
" !,number on the board opposite each row, as: 
I; 
i' 2 5 4 1 li 
I[ 
L dThe teacher or captain of' the row gives a number to be added, 
!' 
., 
!'i.e., 2. At the word "Go," each child in the front seat goes 
,: to the board and adds a 2 to his number, as : 
4 7 6 3 
He hands the chalk to the next child, etc., until each child in i 
the row has had a turn. If' a mistake is made, it ian' t correct-' 
ed until the game is over; thus the game is not slowed down. 
Naturally the row that finishes first with no mistakes 
is the winner. 
--~-
-~05 
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CHAPTER VII 
SUBTRACTION 
As in addition, the games and devices presented and 
i !illustrated herein are baaed on the 100 subtraction facta. They . 
:are readily adjusted to more difficult subtraction processes, 
!.such as the process of borrowing, and subtraction employing two-
! 
',and three-number figures, as the current needs demand. 
i 
SUBTRACTION 
(~ithmetic Can Be Fun 
Munro Leaf - - -
J. B. Lippincott Company, New York, 
1949) 
i When we subtract to make leas, we take away numbers from 
r 
:: !iother numbers. If I had 3 balloons and a monkey took one away 
r 
It 
ii 
li 
I 
I 
me, how many would I have left? 
-
-
-
> 
I would have only 2. 
!f 
i! 
If 
II 
II 
II Instead 
n 
ii 
!r this: 
li i: 
i 
1': 
i 
I 
I· 
3 
II I, 
of always saying "take away," we draw a sign like 
• It is called MINUS and that means "take away." 
So, if I write: 
or better yet: 
CIRCULAR S.TICKS 
I 
I, 
I• 
Teacher makes use of cireular sticks of wood about 6" in ' 
\l length and i" in diameter. The student is given 10 sticks of 
i' ji wood and asked to take 3 from 10, take 5 from 10, etc. This 
1
1
:device is excellent for developing meaning. 
!i 
I; 
I! 
1: 
SCORE SHEET SUBTRACTION 
ji 
I The class can be asked to compute the difference between 
I 
\i the winning 
I 
I. tim~. 
1: 
and the losing teams in the class, over a period of 
PLAnNG STOR~ 
\ Many dummy display articles can be obtained from the 
I, 
!!local grocer. Each article is given a price. One student acts 
li 
I l;as a storekeeper. Various students make purchases with stage 
ir \imoney. The storekeeper makes the change. 
I' 
L 
========4==~' ====================================== I, 
RAILROAD GAME 
~~ 
VThe teacher constructs a bulletin board with spaces for 
i 
~rival and departure of trains. Teacher acts as the station-
, 
~aster. Students suggest places they would like to visit. The 
I 
~eacher marks off the time of departure and arrival, and the 
i' 
~tudents determine how long it will take. 
!' 
GUESSING GAME 
(Young Children Learn To Use Arith-
metic -- ---
Lucy L. Rosenquist 
Ginn and Company, Boston, 1949) 
i 
The teacher begins the game by saying, for example, "I 
\< 
11am thinking of a number that you take away from 8." The teacher 
): 
I !(controls the facts to be used in the game by announcing the 
i! j.sums or minuends to be used, as "We will choose facts about 8 
11or 9 today." 
ii 
,, 
DATES 
(Arithmetic We Use 
Leo J. Brueeiner-and Foster E. 
Grossnickle 
John c. Winston Compahy, Philadelphia, 
1948) 
i ~,,, Find out how many years each has been in use in our 
! 
ipountry. 
!· To do this, subtract each date in turn from the presen~! 
i~ear. How many were invented less than 50 years ago? 
I 
Motorcycles 1868 
Flashlights 1898 
Newspapers 1784 
v 
Talking pictures 1926 
Auto License Plates 1901 
Phonographs 1877 
Postage Stamps 1847 
Radio Broadcasting 1920 
FUN WITH HEARTS 
Color 4 hearts red. Color 3 hearts blue. 
Take away the red hearts. How many blue hearts are left? 
I· 
1: Take away the blue hearts. How many red hearts are left? 
y 
OOHERE-0-GRAPH 
use rabbit and duck cut-outs first, then stars and discs 
on the Oohere-0-Graph, to make number combinations to 10. Show 
subtraction facts, by showing if you take away one part of the 
grouping, the other part remains: 
0 0 0 0 (]} 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5 and 3 are 8 8 3 are 5 8 5 are 3 
y 
See Chapter IV, page 28. 
J i1 
II 
II 
I' ,, 
11 
II 
II 
MISCELLANEOUS 
Subtraction may also be illustrated by the use of 
f'!'\ 1 circular discs (see Chapter VI, Addition, page 87), and by the 
,. 
I 
''use of the Fact Finder (see Chapter IV, Devices, page 28}. 
Many of the ggmes played using Addition may be adjusted 
, to the teaching and drilling of Subtraction. As follows: 
The Endless Chain •••••••• (See Chapter VI, Addition, v 
page 91) 
Ball Game • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Telephone • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Football GSJne •••••••••••• 
Grab Bag • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Stepping Stones •••••••••• 
Baseball • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
(See Chapter VI, Addition, 
page 91) 
(See Chapter VI, Addition, 
page 91) 
(See Chapter VI, Addition, 
page 92) 
(See Chapter VI, Addition, 
page 93) 
(See Chapter VI, Addition, 
page 93) 
(See Chapter VI, Addition, 
page 94) 
Have You Seen My Geese? •• (See Chapter VI, Addition, 
page 93) 
Pussy Wants A Corner ••••• (See Chapter VI, Addition, 
page 95) 
Eating Watermelon •••••••• (See Chapter VI, Addition, 
page 96) 
Matching Cards ••••••••••• (See Chapter VI, Addition, 
page 97) 
Walking The Tight Rope ••• (See Chapter VI, Addition, 
page 98) 
Stepping Up •••••••••••••• (See Chapter VI, Addition, 
page 99) 
II i! 
I 
I 
' \ . 
II 
rl 
li 
l 
Hall of Fame • • • • • • • • • • • • • (See Chapter VI, Addition, 
page 99) 
HUnting Wild Geese ••••••• (See Chapter VI, Addition, 
page 101) 
Number Drill ••••••••••••• (See Chapter VI, Addition, 
page 101) 
Race Track Addition •••••• (See Chapter VI, Addition, 
page 103) 
Fireman •••••••••••••••••• (See Chapter VI, Addition, 
page 104) 
Team Work Game #1 - #2 ••• (See Chapter VI, Addition, 
page 104) 
ii 
1 
~ i4 
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CHAPTER VIII 
MULTIPLICATION 
The games and devices herewith presented and illustrated 
:are based on the simple multiplication tables. As the class 
!advances in the learning of multiplication, the teacher can 
' ::adjust these games, in difficulty, to suit the current needs of 
·the class. 
PATTERN GROUPS 
Show multiplication as follows: 
2 
x5 means 5 groups of 2- i.e., && && && && ~ 
10 
5 
x 2 means 2 groups of 5 - i.e., &&&&& &&&&& 
10 
MULTIPLICATION TABLE 
I 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O! 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o! 
Ill 
it 
il 
0 0 
II 
0 0 00 0 0 j! 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0:1 
4 4')(2. , 
:I 
4 '){ I .. = 4- )( 3 • f'l- + )( +=I I., !i ·I 
i 
:I 
i 
I il 
i 
----------·----- ~-~ -- -- -- -
y 
THE HUNDRED BOARD 
The Hundred Board can be used for developing meanings 
in multiplication. 
RAPID _REVIEW 
Multiply the figures at the top by those below: 
1 )... 5 .3 (, 0 'f 4- t t")... 
+ '/ I 0 tt ~ 6 4- "- 3 , 0 $"" 
' 
I .3 .:.2- 7 3 I, 
;z. + 3 2.. 4- q I 3 'I s 
" 
'1 0 q 0 .a + f .s- 7 
IN_TO AND OUT OF THE DOG HOUSE 
- -4 
A neat row of little dog houses is drawn near the top of i 
. a part of a blackboard that is not convenient to have children 
use. Each is labeled with a number from 3 to 12, and each 
stands for the table numbered. 
QQQQQQQQQQQQ i 
' 
"i 
I The teacher dictates a table, skipping all about, and the! I 
·children write the answers only in a column. These are 
corrected. Two or more mistakes put a person into the dog 
; house. His initials are put under the picture of the house 
y 
See Chapter IV, page 29. 
!I 
representing the table given, and there it must stay until he 
finds out his mistake and a retest corrects it. Then he may 
~ .erase his name and he is out of the dog house. 
KINGS AND QUE~S 
Individual children, answering all flash cards correctly, : 
:have their names written below the title - King or Queen. The 
J• 
remainder af the class listen for errors, and leap to their 
feet when one is heard. 
SPIN THE DIAL 
On a circular piece of oak-tag, 
write the numbers from 0 to 12 in a 
clocklike manner. Place a dial in the 
center and hang a multiplier on the 
card. Have a child spin the dial and 
multiply. 
~~IP~Y!NG ~y 11 
Multiply the numbers of two digits by 11 - write the 
first and last digit, and put the sum of the two numbers be-
tween them. 
Have a contest between two groups, in which one group 
performs the above type of activity and the other group 
. multiplies by the long me thod •. 
~---- -- ---··- , ___ " ____ _ 
-· ---- ------- ----------··· 
I 
storekeeper is appointed. 
MISCELLANEOUS 
Many of the games played using Addition may be adjusted , 
'.to the teaching and drilling of Multiplication. As follows: 
Telephone 
Ball Game 
Game •••••••• 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . 
(See Chapter VI, Addition, page 91) 
(See Chapter VI, Addition, page 91) 
The Endless Chain ••••• (See Chapter VI, Addition, page 91) 
St~pping Stones ••••••• (See Chapter VI, Addition, page 93) 
Baseball • • • • • • • • • • • • • • (See Chapter VI, Addition, page 94) 
Pussy Wants A Corner •• (See Chapter VI, Addition, page 95) 
Eating Watermelon ••••• (See Chapter VI, Addition, page 96) 
Matching Cards •••••••• (See Chapter VI, Addition, page 97) 
~alking The Tight Rope .(See Chapter VI, Addition, page 98) 
Stepping Up 
Hall Of Fame 
• • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • 
(See Chapter VI, Addition, page 99) 
(See Chapter VI, Addition, page 99) 
Hunting Wild Geese •••• (See Chapter VI, Addition, page 101) 
Number Drill • • • • • • • • • • 
Clowns • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
(See Chapter VI, Addition, page 101) 
(See Chapter VI, Addition, page 102) 
Star and Circle ••••••• (See Chapter VI, Addition, page 102) 
Race Track •••••••••••• (See Chapter VI, Addition, page 103) 
Fireman ••••••••••••••• (See Chapter VI, Addition, page 104) 
'Teamwork #1- #2 •••••• (See Chapter VI, Addition, page 104) 
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CHAPTER IX 
DIVISION 
The games and devices herewith presented and illustrated 
-$re ·based on the simple division processes. As the class 
~dvances in the learning of division, the teacher can adjust 
;these games to the degree of difficulty currently needed by the 
,;' ,R._lass, for drill purposes. 
SNAKE. DANCE. 
(Arithmetic For Young America - Gr. 3 
page242 
John R. Clark, Ruth I. Baldwin, 
Caroline Hatton Clark 
World Book Company, New York, 1949) 
Wind around in this Indian Snake Dance. Begin at the 
:outside and wind your way into the center. Divide each number 
by fr. Then, unwind by beginning at the center and coming back 
to the starting point. 
DIVISION GAME 
The class is arranged in rows. Each row is a team. 
Every row is given a different division problem. The first 
:student to solve his problem in the class wins a point for his 
--===== 
,/ 
:I 
'f== 
row. When the pupils have all solved their problems, the 
problem sheets are shifted, and the process is repeated. 
RACE TRACK 
Three children play at one time 
- one represents the Blue Team, one the : 
Red, and the third child points to the 
numbers. All the numbers must be 
divided by the middle number. The one 
who answers the fastest, wins. 
MISCELLANEOUS 
Many of the games played, using Addition and Multiplica-
tion, may be adjusted to the teaching and drilling of Division. 
As follows: 
:Telephone Game .... ·-· .. (See Chapter VI, Addition, page 91) 
'j (See Chapter VI, Addition, 91) :Ball Game • • • • • • • • • • • • • page 
The Endless Chain ••••• (See Chapter VI, Addition, page 91} 
Stepping Stones ••••••• (See Chapter VI, Addition, page 93} 
Eating Watermelon ••••• (See Chapter VI, Addition, page 96) 
'Matching Cards •••••••• (See Chapter VI, Addition, page 97) 
:!Hunting Wild Geese •••• (See Chapter VI, Additioh, page 101) 
Number Drill • • • • • • • • • • (See Chapter VI, Addition, page 101) 
In To And Out Of The 
Dog House •••••••• (See Chapter VIII, Multiplication, 
page 117) 
Kings and Queens • • • • (See Chapter VIII, Multiplication, 
page 118) 
Circle Bounce ••••••• (See Chapter VIII, Multiplication, 
page 119) 
Card Capture • • • • • • • • (See Chapter VIII, Multiplication, 
page 119) 
Football •••••••••••• {See Chapter VIII, Multiplication, 
page 120) 
_______ __. _____________________________________ ------- ---··-· ···--------
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CHAPTER X 
FRACTIONS AND DECIMALS 
In the games and devices illustrating fractions, the 
child is made aware of the fractions in common use each day, the 
,Parts of wholes, the addition, subtraction, multiplication, 
division and reduction of fractions. 
In the decimal section of this chapter, the position of 
number is illustrated in relation to the importance of the 
decimal point itself. 
HISTORY OF FRACTIONS 
(Brockton Course of Siudf 
Brockton, MassacEUse ts 
The need of expressing a part of a whole gave rise to a 
big problem in mathematics. The resulting expression came to be 
called a "fraction" from "fractus," meaning broken. 
The Egyptians used unit fractions. The Babylonians 
varied the numerator, but used a constant denominator. The 
Romans divided the whole into 12 equal parts and used buttons to 
represent the fractions. 
A FRACTION HUNT 
Look about the classroom for things divided into equal 
parts. Have teams and see how many such things each team can 
"find in three minutes. Write each thing found on paper. 
Example: Window divided into eighths. Blackboard divided 
li29 
into fourths. 
' 
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FRACTIONS - 1 
(Number As The Child Sees It - #7 
Foster E:. Grossnickle;-iiiriam Metzner 1 
Francis A. Wade 
ll 
John c. Winston Company, Ph$ladelphia, 19$0) 
' -+ 
ADDITION OF FRACTIONS 
(Number As The Child Sees It - #7 
.L 
3 
Foster E. GFOssnickle;-wi!Iiam Metzner 1 
Francis A. Wade 
John c. Winston Company, Philadelphia, 195b) 
i 
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t ::=. ' EB ~ + + -+ -f 
This is a good meaning device as illustrated - to show 
ilthe concept of a fraction as a part of a whole. 
I 
- -----------· --· j ____ _ 
DISCS 
Discs may be used effectively in fractions. 1/3 of 12 
may be illustrated by dividing 12 discs into three parts and 
taking 1 part. Children can discover various fractional parts 
by using these discs. 
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Use this chart to: 
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FRACTION CHART 
{Number As The Child Sees It - #9 
Foster E; Grossnickle;-iiiiiam Metzner~ 
Francis A. Wade 
John C. Winston Company~ Philadelphia, 
1950) 
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1. Develop concept of a whole and the several equal parts 
of a unit. 
2. True meaning and use of the terms numerator,the 
~ number of parts~ and denominator~ the size of the par~. 
I 
3. Crude and exact comparisons of fractions. 
4. The relationship between fractions with varying 
numerators. 
5. The relationship between fractions of varying 
denominators. 
6. Changing fractions to higher and lower terms. 
GEOMETRIC FIGURES 
(Arithmetic For ~America 
John R. C!~e~ 
World Book Company~ New York~ 1949) 
~~ ~~~~ 
~~~ 
I 
DIFFERENT MEANINGS 
Fractions have different meanings: 
®® 
2/3 of a whole (part of a unit) 
two items out of three (part of 
a group) 
!I 
', 
PATTERNS 
(~tu~y Arithmetic 
• • Knight, J. w. Studebaker, and 
G. M. Ruch , 
Scott, Foresman and Company, New Yor~, 
1943) 
1. Which picture shows halves? 
2. Which shows thirds? • 0 
0 0 
3. Which shows fourths? 0 0 
• 0 
4. Which shows fifths? 0 0 
5. Which shows sixths? 
6. Which shows eighths? 
i7. Make a list of the things around your home and school that 
show halves, thirds, fourth, fifths, sixths, and eighths. 
MUSIC NOTES 
t Teach music notes entirely through arithmetic - quarter, 
half, dotted half and whole notes. 
0 1 whole note 
d half note 
.J quarter note 
J eighth note 
j sixteenth note 
~-·--- --·---··--
. ----·---· -------- --··- ---··· 
Tell the children that a quarter note is just like 25t 
in money. How many quarters in a quarter? Answer: 1. Then a 
quarter note gets one beat. 
A half note is like a half dollar. How many quarters in 
'a half dollar? Answer: 2. Then a half note gets two beats. 
·· Proceed in this way with the dotted half and the whole note. 
NAME IT 
(Arithmetic Teachi~ Techniques 
chicago Board of ucation 
Chicago, Illinois, 1~49) 
A list of fractions is placed upon the blackboard -
2/4, 3/6, 4/10, etc. The teacher starts the game by saying, 
"I see a fraction whose numerator and denominator both come in 
the tables of 2 1 s - name it." 
i The child who names the fraction,j 
reduces it, and writes the answer below the fraction indicated. ' 
He calls on another child and the above procedure is repeated. 
GAME OF 1 1S 
The teacher divides the class into two teams. All the 
work is done mentally. Any team member giving an incorrect 
answer must take his seat. The team with the most children 
standing at the end, wins. 
The leader of one team gives a fraction, such as 2/3. 
The first child of the second team must tell how much is added 
to 2/3 to make 1. Then the leader gives the fraction 3/16, and : 
a member of the second team must tell what is added to 3/16 to 
If 
-· ·-·- ·-- ~~ ---------
---·- -- -__.,--------------
'1 
make 1. Then other fractions are tried. It is up to the 
teacher to supply the lists of fractions to be used. 
REDUCTION MATCH 
The teamer divides the class into two teams. All the 
work is done mentally. Any team member giving an incorrect 
·answer must take his seat. The team with the most children 
standing at the end, wins. 
The leader gives a fraction like 3/4 and asks the teams 
to keep changing it to other fractions having the same value by 
always multiplying both terms by 2. 
i 
One team member will change: 
i 
it to 6/8; then another member of the second team will change iti 
to 12/16. Should the next contestant change it to 24/30, which 
is wrong, he must sit down. When the terms of the fraction get 
.large, as in 24/32, the .teams start reducing the fraction to 
lower terms again until they get back to 3/4. Then they start 
with another fraction, like 1/2, and choose a different 
:1mul tiplier, like 3. 
' 
Another form of this game is for the leader to say, 
"Change 3/4 to 12's" or "Change 5/8 to 16's.n 
MENTAL ADDITION MATCH 
Make some flash cards each 8 11 long and 6" wide. Write 
one of these fractions on each card: 
1/2 1/4 3/4 1/8 3/8 5/8 7/8 
I 
The leader holds up two of these cards, like 1/2 and 3/4, ii 
-~ ---·· -- --·---- --~~~-·~~r~ :::.:::...-:--=--:::_;·::.:· .. ::: . .:.:......=.:·.:::- --- . 
' 
:I 
and asks the child whose turn it is to give the sum mentally. 
~hen he shows two other cards. 
STOCK MARKET LISTINGS 
The "high" and "low" daily quotations of the Stock 
Market offer an opportunity to figure the difference or net 
ehange - in the subtraction of fractions. 
7/8 - 3/4 
Divide a paper into eighths. Then, take 7 of these 
eighths. From the 7/8, remove or cut away 3/4 or 6/8. 1/8 
~emains. 
MULTIPLICATION 
(The Alexander-Dewey Arithmetics 
JOEn Dewey, Georgia Alexander , 
Longman, Green and Company, New York, 19~1) 
The following can be used asa device for developing mean-
ing in the multiplication of fractions. 
2 X 1/8 equals 2 X 1 
8 
equals 
ADVERTISEMENTS 
2/8 equals 1/~ 
! 
I 
! 
I 
I Newspaper advertisements offer sale prices quoting 
J :i& 
~ractional reductions such as 1/4 o~f the original price. The 
class can figure the amount saved at these sales. 
I 
-
I 
-+ 
\ 
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FRED'S PICTURE 
Fred wanted 1 large picture. He ! 
used one whole sheet of paper for the 
large picture. 
He cut one sheet into 2 equal 
parts. What part of the sheet was 
each piece? Copy the fraction that 
means one-half. How many halves are 
there in 1 whole sheet of paper? 
Fred cut another sheet of paper 
into 4 equal pieces. What part of the 
sheet was each piece? Copy the ~rae-
tion that means one-fourth. Now, how 
many fourths are there in 1 whole? 
Look at the second and third pictures 
and tell how many fourths equal one halfi• 
Fred cut the other sheet of 
·i 
paper into 3 equal pieces. What part o~ 
the sheet was each piece? Copy the ! 
fraction that means one-third. How 
! 
'J P:~t-·· 
it) I 
- ---=-~, .. ~-... ~--:-:~~~·4·=--. === 
II 
many thirds are there in 1 whole? 
HISTORY OF DECIMALS 
(Brockton Course of stud} 
Brockton, Massachusetts 
Simon Stevin of Bangas was the first to set forth the 
theory of the decimal fraction in an Arithmetic published in 
.1585. In early times different notations were used. The 
decimal point came into use several years after Stevin's work 
:appeared, and even yet has not been universally adopted. The 
!Germans and some of the northern nations of Europe employ the 
comma as the separatrix. 
THE DECIMAL POINT 
(Arithmetic Teaching Techniques 
chicago Board of Education 
Chicago, Illinois, 1949) 
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A decimal point is placed high up on the front board and 
then a volunteer is called upon to stand directly under the 
,decimal point with his back to the class. He says, "I am a 
decimal point. My name is 1 and, 1 and I am used to separate 
whole numbers from fractions. Then the pupils are called upon 
.! 
.to move both to his right and left, and asked to identify their 1 
i 
-=,cc_~-='"=-"=-~='="r 
!l 
place value. 
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CHAPTER XI 
MEASUREMENT 
Children must understand that measurement is commonly 
used in everyday life. They must be taught the value of solid 
1and liquid measure, the measurement of distance, of height, of 
individual progress, and of temperature changes. All these facts 1 
I 
,are embodied in the games and devices presented herein. 
LIQUID MEASURE 
Have a gallon jar, 4 quart milk bottles, 2 pint milk 
bottles, and 4 half-pint milk bottles. 
Then measure water to show that: 
4 half-pints equal 1 quart 
2 pints equal 1 quart 
4 quarts equal 1 gallon 
STEPPING OUT DISTANCES 
Learn how to step 2' each time. Practice saying 2', 4', 
.6', etc., on measured distances on the schoolroom floor. 
If you live in a village or a city, measure your front 
lawn by stepping out the distance. 
If you live in a rural section, estimate: 
1. The number of feet from the house to the barn, 
2. The number of feet from the house to the highway, 
3. The number of feet from the house to the 
HOW ANCIENTS MEASURED DISTANCE 
Digit (finger) - the width equal to about an inch. 
~ Barley ~ - used by the English approximating one inch, 
measured by the width of 8 barley corns or the length 
of 3 barley corns. 
Hand - the width of a man's han~ about 4 inches. 
The Cubit - distance between a man's elbow and finger tips, 
about 18 inches. 
The~- distance of the leader's foot, usually the chief's 
foot, approximately 12 inches. 
·The Pace - the distance of a normal step, about 30 inches. 
Stunde (German) - the distance that can be walked in one stunde 
(hour), approximately 2i miles. 
A pipeful - the distance that can be walked while smoking 1 
bowl of tobacco (used in Holland). 
PETER'S PROGRESS IN ARITHMETIC 
" 
0 
s / ~ .. / 0 v ~ v .. 
-,:, 
0 I 
LET 1 S TRAVEL 
C\e~e\q~A 
"''I 
A map with measurements of distance 
is used. Find the distance between the 
various points by using different combina-
tions. 
il II 
Nine hole golf course may be drawn. Find the total 
yardage - find the total feet between holes - find the total 
feet around the course, etc. A map of a local gold course 
could be a good guide. 
MEASURING HEIGHTS 
Of all the applications of the inch and foo~ the one 
which will most surely interest the children is the application 
to their own heights. As we know, there is considerable rivalry! 
among children as to which is taller. If the teacher shows themr 
how to measure one another, they will continue to make applica-
tions of the inch and foot, both in and out of school hours, 
long after the teacher has ceased to give attention to this 
matter. 
fo 
THERMOMETER 
Make a thermometer out of card-
board, 3 feet high and 4 inches wide, 
with the degrees marked every 3/8 of 
an inch. The temperature is represent-· 
ed by a ribbon (red) which is drawn 
up through the cardboard. Cover the 
'o ribbon with cellophane. 
The children play with it and 
it is regulated each morning according 
to the day's temperature. ! I l 
·I 
I/.:-i--f.~ 
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CHAPTER XII 
TIME 
Daily life and its activities are regulated constantly 
by time, as told by the clock, as well as that on a monthly and 
yearly basis. The following devices illustrate these experi-
ences. 
TELLING TIME 
Use a large clock face. Show 
the long hand at 12 - the short hand 
names the hour. The long hand goes all, 
around while the short hand moves to th' 
next number. 
Tell this story: Somebody with 1 
long legs (Daddy) can walk faster than 
a person who has short legs. So the long hand gets around the 
clock faster because he is longer. 
Teach the half hour - show that the hands go only half 
:way around. 
THE CLOCK 
"' 
---- - --
Have Clock #1 set at a certain time (2 o'clock), and haver 
the child move the hands on Clock #2 to the hours you indicate: 
1. Set the clock for 4 hours difference. 
2. Set the clock for 6 hours difference. 
3. Set the clock for 9 hours difference. 
4. Set the clock for 7 hours difference. 
5. Set the clock for 3t hours difference. 
6. Set the clock for 4-f hours difference. 
7. Set the clock for 7 3/4 hours difference. 
WHAT TIME? 
Have clock faces made on paper without the hands. The 
children draw hands to indicate stated times, for example: 
School begins •••••••••••••• 9:00a.m. 
Recess ends •••••••••••••••• 10:30 a.m. 
Physical Education Time •••• 11:00 a.m. 
Time for lunch ••••••••••••• 12:00 noon 
Time to come to school ••••• 1:30 p.m. 
Time to go home and play ••• 3:00p.m. 
THE STOP WATCH 
Bring a stop watch to school. Explain its use and how 
it works. Give each pupil an opportunity to time another pupil 
in performing a simple athletic skill. This gives practice in 
telling minutes and seconds. 
- -··- ---- -------- ·--------·--·------ ·-·- --· - _________ ,._. 
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KNOW THE CALENDAR 
To remember which months have 30 and which have 31 days, , 
we use our hand. Use the knuckles of the left hand - the high 
bones represent 31 days for a month; the low space between 
represents 30 days. For example: 
(t (\ 
~ l l' 
( ' () 
() () 
I 
·' 
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CHAPTER XIII 
PERCENTAGE 
Percentages in common use are illustrated in the follow-
ing practical ways: 
A CHILD'S DAY 
If the child's day is spent as follows, what per cent of 
his time is used in each: 
Sleep . . . . . . . . . . . 10 hours 
Meals . . . . . . . . . . . li hours 
Study • • • • • • • • • • • 7i hours 
Play • • • • • • • • • • • • 3 hours 
Dressing • • • • • • • • 1 hour 
Miscellaneous ••• 1 hour 
Use 100 as the basis of per cent. 
NEWSPAPER ADVERTISEMENTS 
Using newspaper advertisements, figure discounts by 
'multiplication. For example: (this advertisement) 
i 
UP TO 30% DISCOUNT 
On new televisions, refrigerators 
and washers 
WORLD TIRE COMPANY 
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I 
i 
WEIGHTS OF CLASS 
Using a table showing the weights of members of your 
·.class and the normal weights of the same pupils, and find the 
per cent of normal and the per cent over or under the weight. 
BASEBALL SCORES 
Using the daily baseball scores, figure the game averages. 
Divide the games won by the total number of games played to find ! 
the per cent. 
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' CHAPTER XIV 
GENERAL INFORMATION 
Besides common knowledge, it is always sound, education-
ally, to deviate from the regular path of knowledge into other 
territories. For the apt pupil, the one who is eager to know 
more about number and its uses other than that commonly devised, 
this chapter is set up to present a few tricks, puzzles, number 
~agic, and number helps to afford him further enjoyment with 
number. 
EGYPTIAN NUMBERS 
(Measurement 
Raleigh Schorling, John R. Clark 
World Book Company, New York, 1935) 
This is how the ancient Great Pyramids recorded Egyptian 
pumbers: 
1 
10 
100 
10,000 
100,000 
1,000,000 
by a vertical line 
by a horse shoe 
J 
u 
by a corkscrew-like symbol • 
by a pointing finger ~
by a sort of polliwog ~ 
by a man looking astonished ~ 
'I 
i 
I 
. --~~~c-t=-== 
'I 
I 
·I 
I 
MEXICAN NUMBERS 
(Measurement 
Raleigh Schorling, John R. Clark 
World Book Company, New York, 1935) 
This is how ancient Mexican Indians recorded groups of 
numbers: 
I 1 
5. 
20 
100 
200 
400 
by five dots • • • • • 
by a flaglike symbol £F=l 
by a symbol, like :i of a feather f f by i of a feather 
by a whole feather , 
ROMAN NUMERALS 
(New standard Arithmetics 
David H· Patton, William E. Young 
Iroquois Publishing Company, Inc., 
New York, 1947) 
Roman Numerals are built from seven letters: 
v 5 
I 
X 10 
v X L C D 
L 50 C 100 D 500 M 1,000 
Things to remember: 
1. Repeating a letter means twice its value. CC 200 
2. Letters which are written to the right, should be 
added. DC 600 
3. Letters which are written to the left, should be 
subtracted. CD 400 
·~5b 
i 
·~ -==~-=-=--=+-='·== 
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4. Numerals V L D are never repeated or subtracted from 
larger numerals. 
5. Numeral I is 
6. Numeral X is 
7. Numeral c is 
Name of Number 
--
Eleven 
Twelve 
Thirteen 
Fourteen 
Fifteen 
Sixteen 
;I 
seventeen 
Eighteen 
Nineteen 
Twenty 
placed before v and X only. (IV IX) 
placed before L and c only. (XL XC) 
placed before D and M only. (CD CM) 
TEEN NUMBERS 
(The New Curriculum Arithmetics 
Leo y;-Brueckner, et al 
John c. Winston Company, Philadelphia, 
1 1935) . 
Picture of Number 
00000 0 
00000 
00000 00 
00000 
00000 000 
00000 
00000 0000 
00000 
00000 00000 
00000 
00000 000 
00000 000 
00000 0000 
00000 000 
00000 0000 
00000 0000 
00000 00000 
00000 0000 
00000 00000 
00000 00000 
~ the Number Means! 
1 ten and 1 more 
1 ten and 2 more 
1 ten and 3 more 
1 ten and 4 more 
1 ten and 5 more 
1 ten and 6 more 
1 ten and 7 more 
1 ten and 8 more 
1 ten and 9 more 
1 ten and 10 more 
(or 2 ten's) 
! 
I 
-- --t----------·----: --- --
1 
--
2-4-6-8 
(NUMBER PLEASE) 
Baby's cross, and that's the truth. 
He is cutting his first 2th. 
At the party Sally wore 
A pretty, ruffled pina4. 
Jane came home when it was late, 
And I met her at the g8 • 
. When Bill and Johnny camping went, 
They lived in a canvas lOt. 
EVEN NUMBERS 
I When 2 even numbers are added together or subtracted fro~~ 
I 
each other, their sum or difference will be an even number. 
LADY EIGHT 
This is just a nonsense drawing ' 
which is interesting to make, since 
every section of it is a figure 8. 
MAGIC 
Think of any number, double it; add 6. Half it; take 
away the first number you thought of. Your mind can be read 
. like MAGICU Your answer is 3. 
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! 
JUST FOR FUN 
In making an enlarged cartoon from one you wish to copy, 
;you first rule squares on the original. Then you rule larger 
squares on a sheet of paper. Then, you copy the cartoon with 
the help of the squares: 
I 
! 
_, /' t:r 
i -~ ~ v 
·-·~ i ~ ~ .... ii 1/ ~ ,) .'\ 
i ~ ; (' ~ I\ J 
~ A ~ r==-' I 
4 
v rf i\ ilo.. ~ 
/ ,. J 
-
.._ J !;"- ,•', 
! ~ 'l. t) ,~ ~ Iii"" 
i S" 'l.. 
0 'l L, 
7 I 7 
MAGIC SQUARES 
(Dail~ Life Arithmetics 
Guy .13Uiwe11, William A. Brownell 
Ginn and Company, Boston, 1938) 
~ t IS 
1').. I. ,.,.. 
'I 
'" 
J 
Work out a square, 3 x 3, and fill the nine squares with 
'numbers, totals of which columns - either way - will total a 
1 
given number. 
CROSS - NUMBER PUZZLES 
* ; ( 1): Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication 
* 
1. 
2. 
4. 
6. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
1. 
3. 
5. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
ACROSS 
3 and 1 are --------. 
Take 4 away from 6 and 
many are left? 
5 and 4 are --------. 
7 and 1 are --------. 
How many are in a pair? 
how 
3 and lf are --------. ' 
1 and 4 are --------. 
DOWN 
3 and 2 are -------. 
If you take 8 away from 9, 
how many are left? 
2 X 20 are -------. 
7 and 3 are -------. 
Take 2 away from 5, how many 
are left? 
3 and .1 are --------. 'Y'(',/",.t(t..b.t 
Key is herewith inserted. 
i I 
=~===-=t= .. :::::-=-..:-:_--=--.:=:-:=;::._ .. ,.:-::::::.~ 
i 
I 
* (2): All processes. 
~; 
.;* 
d Key is herewith inserted. 
:I 
il 
:r 
I 
i 
I 
:I 
!: I. 
II 
II 
It 
\j 
ii 
·il 
ACROSS 
1. 1257 - 968. 
3. 6533 divided by 47. 
5. 3090 X 199. 
9. 647839 - 218265. 
12. 66 X 1 5/6. 
14. 186 equals 6/5 of -------. 
16. 2277 equals 3/4 of -------. 
18. 411 divided by .15. 
19. 1000 X 824e052. 
21. 316863 divided by 3. 
24. 14421 divided by 23. 
25. 702.5 X 8. 
DOWN 
1. 32 X 3/4. 
2. 23.04 divided by .24. 
3. 2i X 4. · 
4. 115 divided by lt. 
6. CXII. 
7. 35% of 420. 
8. 48 X 86.125. 
9. 37242 divided by 9. 
10. 2173 plus 1999. 
11. 500 equals 1/5 of -------. 
13. 12~ divided by 5/8. 
15. .75 X 72. 
17. 24.8 divided by .004. 
18. MMDII. 
20. 240 divided by 2!. 
21. 4/5 of 25 minus 1/3 of 9. 
22e 2 2/5 X 6-:h 
23. 4i X 2 2/3. 
==r==··~~ 
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CHAPTER XV 
POEMS 
Children who begin to feel number and begin to experience 
i 
,~ ts uses, love to count on their fingers. This chapter was 
I 
:~tarted with such finger plays in poem form, and the remaining 
1
poems have been sorted to graduate from the 
I 
simple number conceptS 
'I 
:experienced by children in kindergarten, to 
,I 
addition, subtraction~ 
,, 
~ultiplication of number, in rhyme form. 
I 
! 
., 
I 
TEN LITTLE INDIANS 
d 
;I (Puppetry) 
!l ,, 
~! ne little, two little, three little Indians, 1 our little, five little, six little Indians, i. even little, eight little, nine little Indians, 1 en little Indian boys. I • 
!. en little, nine little, eight little Indians, even little, six little, five little Indians, !I 
:i 
!l 
,! :, 
il 
tl 
il 
I' ,I 
I 
our little, three little, two little Indians, 
ne little Indian Boy. 
MOOLY COWS '('~ () 
(Fin~er Plats Emi ie Pou sson 
Norwood Press; Lothrop Publishing 
Company, 1893) 
mooly cow ate the sweet smelling hay; 
This mooly cow chewed her cud all the day; 
mooly cow in the water would wade; 
This mooly cow switched her tail in the shade; 
mooly cow said, "The sun's going down, 
I must take home the milk for the babies in town." 
I 
., 
FIVE LITTLE MICE 
(Fin~er ~la!s EDii ie ou sson 
Norwood Press; Lothrop Publishing 
Company, 1893) 
tFive little mice on the kitchen floor, 
lseeking for bread crumbs or something more; 
:IFive little mice on a shelf up high 
\Busily eating on a pie. 
• 1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5. 
i! 
II 
" ! 
,I 
11Here is I 
!!Here is iA great 
I 
a ball, 
a ball, 
big ball, I see. 
',I !!Shall we count them? 
!!Are you ready? 
iiOne, two, threel 
II 
il 
~ i 
:I 
i 
:; 
'I 
I 
'! 
THREE BALLS 
(Finger Plays 
Emilie Poulsson 
Norwood Press; Lothrop 
Company, 1893) 
THE BEEHIVE 
(Finger Pla~s 
Emilie Pou sson 
Norwood Press; Lothrop 
Company, 1893) 
jHere is the beehive (fist) 
, Where are the bees? 
I Hidden away where nobody sees. 
1t(Soon they come creeping 
!I out of the hive -
:lone, two, three, four, fivel 
Publishing 
Publishing 
BIRDS ON A POLE 
(Finger Plats 
Emilie Pou sson 
Norwood Press; Lothrop Publishing 
Company, 1893) 
Two tall telegraph poles (index fingers) 
Across them a wire is strung (third fingers) 
Two little birds hopped on (thumbs) 
"And swung, and swung, and swungl 
·I 
!I 
LITTLE HOUSE 
(Fin~er Plats 
Em.i ie Pou sson 
Norwood Press; Lothrop 
Company, 1893) 
,, 
,1 One little house all closed up tight (fist) 
i! Open up the windows and let in the light. (open 
:! fingers in the air) 
,I 
'j Five little finger people, tall and straight, 
:I Ready for school at half past eight. 
ij 
ii 
TO THE BARBER SHOP 
'I 
!I 
'I 
(Mother Goose) 
:I 
ti Hippety-hop to the barber shop 
!I To get a stick of candy. 
q One for you and one for me, 
il And one for sister Mandy. 
ii 
il q 
I 
·' i 
., 
I 
j Rub-a-dub-dub, 
THREE MEN IN A TUB 
(Mother Goose) 
' 
• Three men in a. tub, 
I 
And who do you think they be? 
1 The butcher, the baker, 
:j The candles tick maker; 
1! Turn 'em out, knaves all threel 
ill 1-
Publishing 
hand-
!I 
,, 
'I 
'I 
'i 
+ A DILLAR, A DOLLAR 
(Mother Goose) 
A dillar, a dollar, a ten o'clock scholar, 
What makes you come so soon? 
You used to come at ten o'clock 
And now you come at noon. 
I have a house where I go 
SOLITUDE 
(Idea of zero) 
(Now We Are Six - pg. 1 
x:-A:-Milne--
E. P. Dutton and Company, New York, ' 
1927) 
When there's too many people, 
I have a house where I go 
Where no one can be; 
I have a house where I go, 
Where nobody ever says "no" 
Where no one says anything - so 
There is no one but me. 
\._/ 
0 Timothy Tim 
Has ten pint toes, 
And ten pint toes 
Has Timothy Tim. 
They go with him 
Wherever he goes 
CRADLE SONG 
(Numbers to 10) 
(Now We Are Six - page 87 
x:-A :-Milne-
E. P. Dutton and Company, Inc., 
New York, 1927) 
And wherever he goes 
They go with him. 
0 Timothy Tim 
Has two blue eyes, 
And two blue eyes 
Has Timothy Tim. 
,; 
'i 
;jThey 
I[ 
'j 
•[ 
,I !They 
,, 
:i 
cry with him 
Whenever he cries, 
And whenever he cries, 
cry with him. 
jO Timothy Tim 
· Has one red head, 
And one red head 
:jHas Timothy Tim. 
lit sleeps with him 
! In Timothy's bed. 
~~ Sleep well, red head 
,jof Timothy Tim. 
WAITING AT THE WINDOW 
(Idea of 2) 
(Now We Are Six - page 89 
x-:---A:-Milne-
E. P. Dutton and Company, Inc., New 
York, 1927) 
i1Thes e are my two drops of rain 
!Waiting on the window-pane. ~/ 
\ii am waiting here to see 
IIWhich the winning one will be. 
I• ~~~·Both of them have different names. 
!One is John and one is James. 
[/All the best and all the worst 
\IComes from which of them is first. 
[I1James has just begun to ooze. 
:,He' a the one I want to loose. 
jl 
i!John is waiting to begin. 
!jHe 1 a the one I want to win. 
'I dJames is going slowly on. 
iiSomething sort of a ticks to John. 
! 
iJohn is moving off at last. 
'James is going pretty fast. 
iJohn is rushing down the pane. 
IJames is going slow again. 
I 
I 
.I 
I 
:I 
II 
'I 
. I! 
il 
" 
,, 
:~ames has met a sort of smear. 
:fohn is getting very near. 
It ills he going fast enough? 
i( James has found a piece of fluff). 
iJohn has hurried quickly by. 
;I( James is talking to a fly) • 
i 
;'John is there, and John has wont 
.~ook1 I told you1 Here's the sunl 
I 
! 
MR. NOBODY 
(Idea of Nothing) 
'I 
,' I 
:!I know a funny little man, 
','1 As quiet as a mouse, 
:/Who does the mischief that is done 
:; In everybody's houset 
,jThere' s no one ever sees his face 
'i And yet we all agree 
iiThat every plate we break was cracked 
!ill By Mr. Nobody. 
I !I' Tis he who always tears our books 
I! Who leaves the door ajar, 
1
\He pu·lls the buttons from our shirts, 
:1 And scatters pins afar; 
iiThat squeaking door will always squeak, 
i For prithee, don't you see, 
1fwe leave the oiling to be done 
'I By Mr. Nobody. 
I 
'liThe finger marks upon the door 
By none of us are made; 
!we never leave the blinds unclosed 
.\ To let the curtains fade. 
:IThe ink we never spill; the boots 
:1 That lying round you see 
;Are not our boots - they all belong 
If To Mr. Nobody. 
II 
II 
I, 
!I 
'I I, 
!I 1, 
l,i 
i 
II 
II 
li 
:I 
i! Eight o'clock, 
!~The postman's knockl 
:!Five letters for Papa; 
!/ One for Lou, 
i' And none for you, 
\And three for dear Mamma. 
:: 
I 
:I 
THE POSTMAN 
(By Christina G. Rossetti} 
FIVE YEARS OLD 
(By Mary Louise Allen) 
ijPlease, everybody, look at mel 
)Today I'm five years old, you seel 
!!And after this, I won't be four, 
iiNot every, ever, any morel 
II won't be three - or two - or one, 
:1For that was when I'd first begun. 
~,'Now I'll be five a while, and then 
ii'll soon be something else againl 
II 
:j 
!l 
'I 
il 
!: 
:I 
!'I Halfway down the stairs 
I Is a stair 
!'Where I sit. 
i There ian' t any 
\ Other stair 
1 Quite like 
il It. 
il I'm not at 
'I I'm not at 
• So this is 
!Where 
,··~ I always 
• stop. 
I 
the bottom, 
the top; 
the stair 
i 
!'I Halfway up the s taira 
i Ian' t up, 
il And isn't down. 
i It ian' t in the nursery, 
::It isn't in the town. 
II 
il 
il 
HALFWAY DOWN 
(By A. A. Milne) 
/ 
··-~·4 1 ., 
II ,, 
i! 
'I 
:i ,, 
li 
, ~ 
=~==tf==c. 
:i 
And all sorts of funny thoughts 
:~un round my head: 
ilrrit ian' t really 
ijAnywhere 1 
~.~t' s somewhere else 
ip:ns tead 1" 
:i 
THE MICE 
(Fin~er Plafs Emi ie Pou sson 
Norwood Press; Lothrop Publishing 
Company, 1893) 
IFive little mice on the pantry floor 
:!Seeking for bread crumbs or something more. 
;iFive little mice on the shelf up high 
;!Feasting so daintily on a pie. 
!IBut the big round eyes of the wise old cat 
1
See what the five little mice are at. 
//Quickly she jumps - but the mice run away, 
!And hide in their snug little holes all day • 
. :"Feasting in the pantries may be very nice; 
!JBut home is the best1" say the five little mice • 
. I 
., 
THE CHICKADEES 
(Number Series) L 
(!l First Number Book - page 80 
John R. Clark, Ar~r s. Otis, Carolin$',· 
Hatton 'I 
World Book Company, New York, 1945} 
One little chickadee looking straight at you, 
Along came another one and then there were two. 
little chickadees sitting in a tree 
! 
~~Three 
!, 
il 
fl 
!!Four 
!I 
T/ 
Along came another one and then there were three. 
little chickadees peeking through a door 
Along came another one and then there were four. 
little chickadees sitting on a hive 
Along came another one and then there were five. 
:I !Five little chickadees picking up sticks 
Along came another one and then there were six. 
:six little chickadees flying in the heaven, 
! Along came another one and then there were seven. 
'!seven little chickadees swinging on a gate 
'! Along came another one and then there were eight. 
·i 
little chickadees sitting on a line ,Eight 
Along came another one and then there were nine. 
[Nine little chickadees eating now and then, 
il 
Along came another one and then there were ten. 
:I 
1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5 
{Standard Service Arithmetics 
J. W. Studebaker, et al 
Scott, Foresman and Company, 
1929) 
ii 
:lone - two - three - four -
'I five 
::I caught a hare alive, 
:!six - seven - eight - nine 
iii let it go again. 
II 
~ i 
:: 
- ten 
1 - 2, BUCKLE MY SHOE 
!ione, two. ;I , 
1: Buckle my shoe. 
1iThree, four, 
'' Shut the door, 
Five, six, 
Pick up sticks, 
Seven, eight, 
Lay them straight, 
Nine, ten, 
A big, fat hen. 
TWO LITTLE BLACKBIRDS 
ITwo little blackbirds, sitting on a hill 
lone named "Jack," the other named "Jill." 
iFly away, Jack; fly away, Jill. 
New York, 
!Come back, Jack; and come back, Jill. 
========~==========================*======= 
II 
'I ~ ! 
i 
ii 
Once 
So I 
AN ANT HILL 
(Finer Plaia 
Eiri ie Pou sson 
Norwood Press; Lothrop Publishing 
Company, 1893) 
I saw an ant hill (fist) 
With no ants about, 
~; Then 
said, "Dear little ants, 
Won't you please come out?" 
as if the little ants 
" i 
if 
I 
;I q 
:I 
'I 
!t 
il 
II 
I! 
il 
II 
1: 
:I 
II 
" !I 
I 
Had heard my call 
One - two - three - four - five came out 
And that was all. 
Bell horses, bell horses, 
What time o' day? 
One o'clock, two o'clock, 
Time to away. 
BELL HORSES 
ONE, TWO, THREE !I i! 
fl i! One, two, three, 
" I love coffee 
'! 
i 
:t 
i 
:I 
And Billy loves tea. 
I How 
ll 
good you be, 
One, two, three, 
I love coffee 
;' 
I q 
II II 
II 
.ij 
I 
And Billy loves tea. 
FIVE LITTLE SQUIRRELS 
(Finger Plays) 
Five little squirrels sitting in a tree. 
Said this little squirrel, "What do I see?" 
Said this little squirrel, "I smell a gun." 
Said this little squirrel, "O-oh, let' a run." 
Said this little squirrel, "Let's hide in the shade." 
Said this little squirrel, "I'm not afraid." 
Then "bang" went the gun, 
And away they ran everyone. 
______ -_____ , =-~-~=--=================~====~----~--- ----- -
,! 
I 
,[ 
FIVE LITTLE FROGS 
(Finger Plays) 
:i Five little frogs sitting on a log. ,, 
i! This little frog stubbed his toe. 
;I This little frog said, noh, oh, oh." 
~~ This little frog laughed, and was glad. 
'! This little frog cried and was sad. 
·[ This little frog, so very, very good, 
:i Ran for the doctor just as fast as he could. 
'I 
:I 
d 
THREE YOUNG RATS 
[J Three young rats with black felt hats, _ 
, Three young ducks with new straw flats}/ 
[I Three young dogs with curling tails, 
il Three young cats w~ th demi-veils, 
!i Went out to walk w~th two young pigs, 
1
! In satin vests and sorrel wigs; 
il But suddenly it chanced to rain, 
1/ And so they all went home again. 
I, 
I[ 
[I 
11 COME TO THE WINDOW 
Come to the window, 
My baby, with me, 
'i And look at the stars 
II That shine on the sea. 
:1 There are two little stars 
II That play at Bo-peep 
i With two little fish 
;1 Far down in the deep. l And two little frogs 
I, ff 
· Cry, Neap, neap, neap; 
I see a dear baby 
That should be asleep." 
I 
i 
THE FAMILY 
/i Five in our family, sitting by the door; 
11 Father goes to work; now there are four. 
il 
li 
Four in our family, happy as can be, 
Mother goes to wash the clothes, now there are three. 
I 
Three in our family, what can we do? 
Brother goes with Father, then there are two. 
Two in our family, sitting in the sun. 
Sister goes to school, and then there is one. 
One in our family, nothing can be done; 
Baby goes to take a nap, then there is none. 
When I was one, 
I had just begun. 
When I was two, 
I was almost new. 
When I was three, 
I was hardly Me. 
When I was four, 
I was not much more. 
THE END 
(Now We Are Six - page 102 
x:-A:-Mrrne-
E. P. Dutton and Company, Inc., New 
York, 1927) 
: When I was five, 
1 I was just alive. 
i 
,i But now I am six, I'm as clever as 
:1 So I think I' 11 be six forever and 
. ! 
clever. 
ever • 
,I ONE AND ONE ARE TWO 
\.._/ 
!I By Christina Rosetti il 
1 and 1 are 2; that's for me and you. 
2 and 2 are 4; that's a couple more. 
3 and 3 are 6; barley sugar sticks. 
4 and 4 are 8; tumblers at the gate. 
.I 
5 and 5 are 10; bluff seafaring men. 
6 and 6 are 12; garden lads who delve. 
!f 7 and 7 are 14; young men bent on sporting. 
li 
:I 
8 and 8 are 16; pills the Doctor's mixing. 
9 and 9 are 18; passengers kept waiting. 
![ 
it 
I 
I 
I 
! 
i 
I 
:I 
:I 
!j 
:! 
,j 
ii 
( 
\. ' 
.. 
if 
-~ 
i 10 and 10 are 20; roses, pleasant plenty. 
!! 11 and 11 are 22; sums for brother George to do. 
1!12 and 12 are 24; pretty pictures and no more. 
d 
I 
·I 
. il 
!I ONE, TWO, THREE AND FOUR LEGS 
!I Two legs sits upon three legs (man and stool) 
;1 With one leg in his lap (mutton) 
'i In comes foUr legs (dog) 
!j And runs away with one leg; 
;I Up jumps two legs, 
!Catches up with three legs, 
';Throws it after four legs 
ij And makes him bring one leg back. 
!, 
II 
i 
il 
! 
" ,I ]j 
:I 
il 
II 
n 
FIVE JOLLY LITTLE MEN 
(Numberland - page 140 
Ina M. Hayes, Charles 
Bodley 
D. c. Heath Company, 
!I 
:1 We are 5 jolly little men 
'i Who teach the way of making ten. 
;·1 For 5 and 5 are ten you see. 
1 - And-ten you get with 7 and 3. 
Jl Add 6 and 4 and you' 11 get ten:---
il - Md-9 and 1; i t 1 s ten again. 
'I See what you get with 8 and 2. 
: It makes ten as-the others do. 
:1 We are 5 jolly little men 
i Who teach the ways of making ten. 
S. Gibson, George R. 
New York, 1928) 
ONCE THERE WAS A LITTLE BOY 
(N~berland - page 46-48 
Ina M. Hayes, Charles s. Gibson, George R. 
Bodley 
':i D. c. Heath Company, New York, 1928) 
il 
:: Once there was a little boy 
i! Who didn't know what to do. 
i'\. Until another came to play 
\ And then there were two • 
. I 
:i 
!I 
il 
\J 
il ,, 
'i 
:!Now the two little boys began 
:!To play at keeping store; 
ijAnd then two others came to buy, 
!And then there were four. 
; 
·I ![For money they had pumpkin seeds, 
iJThe goods they sold were sticks; 
'!Two others came to see the game, 
:!And then there were six. 
I 
,, 
,, 
'i1 One, one 
The day is done. 
Two, two 
So falls the dew. 
Three, three 
The moon I see. 
!14 Four, four 
,, !I I 1 11 play no more • 
. i 
i 
I 
1. 
·I 
ijTen yellow dandelions 
,Looking toward the sun; 
i!How many are there when 
''iTwo and three and one? 
;I 
~ ! 
rl 
!I 
!I 
'I 
'! 
1-2-3-4 
DANDELIONS 
I've picked 
TWO LITTLE FROGS 
(Subtraction} 
11
1
Two little frogs 
1 
Sitting in the sun, 
.!One hopped away, 
en ere was ------. 
'',I Th th 
i 
I. Three little kittens, 
' " " ! Mew, mew, mew, 
!jone ran to catch a mouse, 
;, Then there were ------. 
I 
il 
:i 
4== 
I 
:I 
!! 
~ ... 
ii 
il Five toy soldiers 
11 Standing on the floor. 
i! One fell over, 
:! Then there were ------. 
ii 
I 
·:Six honey bees, 
i ' Flying to the hive. 
lj One found some honey, 
:: Then there were ------. 
it II 
lj Seven black crows 
'': Picking up sticks, 
!i One flew away, 
ii Then there were ------. 
[I ~ight little stars 
i1 Looking down from heaven, 
i One fell down 
Then there were ------. 
il Nine little Teddy Bears 
! One went to sleep, 
:j Sat up very late. 
il Then there were ------. 
!j Ten little baby chicks 
'I Looking very fine. 
!I One hid in the grass, 
II Then there were ------. 
il 
!I 
,I 
il 
I 
I 
I 
I 
FIVE LITTLE KITTENS 
(Subtraction) 
\.. 
i: 
!I 
il 
{Five Little Finger Playmates -
x-Lrttle Golden Book 
I• Simon and Schuster, New York) 
" •i 
i! 5 little kittens sleeping on a chair, 
!I 1 rolled off, 4 were still there. 
!i 
,I 
'!1
1 4 little kittens, 1 climbed a tree 
1 
To look in a bird's nest, then there were 3. 
I, 
" I' 
I 
i ) 
/ il' 
I 
I 
:I 
'I 
II 
!I !, 
ri 
!l 
il ========~4FF==============================================--=--=-=--'~-==--=-~-- =----=-=--=--=--=-====--~*========= 
fi i 
13 little kittens wondered what to do, 
'jl saw a mouse, then there were 2 • 
.. ;: 
.12 little kittens playing in the sun, 
,r"\ :
1
1 chased a ball, then there was 1. 
11
1
· 1 little kitten, fur as soft as silk, 
!Left all alone to drink a bowl of milk. 
I 
FIVE LITTLE BUNNIES 
{Subtraction) 
(Five Little Finger Playmates -
A Little Golden Book 
Simon and Schuster, New York) 
i5 little bunnies hopping more and more, 
ill found a hole, then there were 4. 
li 
'!4 little bunnies jumping round a tree, 
.: 1 jumped away, then there were 3. 
!13 little bunnies, do you know who 
1 Took away a bunny, then there were 2. 
;2 little bunnies having lots of fun, 
!JA dog came running, then there was 1. 
ill little bunny, happy and gay, 
;Nibbling at cabbage, day after day. 
il 
!I ;: 
li 
" :I 
~~-
,_ 
,I 
II 
f[ 
ll 
II 
FIVE LITTLE PIGGIES 
(Subtraction) 
(Five Little Finger Playmates -
x-L!ttle Golden Book 
Simon and Schuster, New York) il 
,I ii 5 little piggies out to explore, 
;! 1 got lost, then there were 4. 
il 
;14 litt.le piggies, - how 1 did squeal 
ii When 3 little piggies ate all his meal. 
:I i! 
i 
~ 
II 
li ,, 
~ I 
!I 
I !, 
=4= II 
!b little piggies, 1 liked to roam, !F little piggies now left at home. 
~~ little piggies were eating a bun, ~~ fell in the trough, then there was 1. 
:~ little piggie squealing with delight 
'round a red apple and took a big bite. 
i] 
FIVE LITTLE CHICKENS 
(Subtraction) 
(Five Little Finger Playmates -
x-Lrttle Golden-Book 
Simon and Schuster, New York) 
:15 little chickens hatching on the floor, 
ill got lost, then there were 4. 
!14 little chickens , playing with a bee, 
iiThe bee stung 1, then there were 3. 
!I ,, 
:13 little chickens playing in the dew, 
!11 followed the rooster, then there were 2. 
liz little chickens, watch them fly and run, 
ijl flew away, then there was 1. 
:: 111 little chicken stretching out his neck, 
!/Picking up the yellow corn, peck, peck, peck. 
'I 
!I 
li j, 
il 
SEVEN LITTLE DAISIES 
if :, 
il (Subtraction) ,, 
ilseven little daisies, 
!!Peeping through the grass. 
ii'Katie picked off 3 of them, 
,How many did she pass? 
I' d 
,, ' 
'i 
'i 
i 
!! 
'I 
il il 
+ 
II 
il 
HALLOWEEN 
jl Hocus, pocus, for witches 1 brew; 
i\stir in three ghosts, then take out two. 
l[ Stir five to the left, stir six to the right 
, Until the brew is black as night. 
,, 
'I 
il Count up to nine, then back to three; 
1
: Pour in a cup of catnip tea. 
:, Hocus, pocus, brew is done. 
iOh, Halloween is lots of funl 
MY PUPPIES 
il '\ 
I[ My puppies have fourteen ears '{ 
i And twenty-eight tiny feet, li With a hundred and forty foot pads 
i1 To make the same complete. 
;1 They've seventy-seven black spots 
j! And seventeen hundred fleas. 
i/ From these numbers, tell me -
j
1 
How many pups are there, please? 
il 
! 
! 
!i 
MEASUREMENT 
,i Twelve inches make a foot 
'i Of our table that's the root. 
;I Three feet in every yard, 
il Let us measure. It's not hard. 
\ A dozen's twelve 
· Or 4 times 3. 
I Half a dozen is 6 
I As plain as can be. 
i 
I 
I 
FRACTIONS 
I 
I
' I Though you twist and turn me over 
II 
Yet no change can you discover. 
, Take me thrice and cut in twain 
I, You will find but one remain. 
il I, 
!I 
II 
I 
il 
:I ,, MULTIPLICATION 
~~~~There 1 s no dew left on the daisies and clover 
1: There 1 s no rain left in heaven. 
:1 I lve said my seven times over and over, 
:1 Seven times one are seven. 
:1 I 1m so old I can write a letter, 
'; My birthday lessons are done, 
iThe lambs play always, they know no better, 
1 They are only one times one. 
;! il 
,; 
;! 
II 
:i i! 
II 
'I 
MULTIPLICATION IS VEXATION 
By John Drinkwater 
11
1 
Multiplication is vexation, 
i That is a thing they said 
11 And from twice times one to ten times ten 
i It bothers me in my head. 
,I 
Jj I can do quite well if I 1m told to tell 
I 
The whole of a table through, 
But dodging about quite puts me out, 
1 Till I don 1 t know what to do. 
i i When seven times five are thirty-five, 
i I can tell you seven times six, 
I' But seven times eight must kindly wait, 
i Or get me in a fix. 
I 
Do you know, my little scholar, 
There are 10 dimes in a dollar, 
Twenty nickels make the same, 
Though they have a different name? 
' \ 
I 
!I JUST FOR FUN 
~~here's Father (35) and Mother (30) 
I· There's brother (8) and me (10) 
l~e sum of our ages 
:i Is 83. 
II 
~ ! 
jj6 times Dad 1 s age 
il Is 7 times Ma' s, 
iJAnd she is three times me 
1
1 How old is each? 
II 
II 
:I 
f 
:1 SAYS GILES 
i~ays Giles, "My wife and I are two, 
Ji Yet, father, I know not why sir." 
~~uoth Jack, "You're ten, if I speak true. 
;I She' s one and you 1 r e a cipher. " 
il 
I' 
! 
i 
·I 
! 
i 
:I :, 
I 
:f 
' 
il 
'i 
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CHAPTER XVI 
STORIES 
" 
:I 
'I This chapter is divided into two parts. The first part ,, 
·! i' 
'I 
':Jlists quite a number of stories to be read and understood by the. 1: 
i/ children from Kindergarten to Grade 3. The stories employ the ;I 
II 
:I use of number in counting and grouping. 
'! 
:I 
li The second part of the chapter contains stories which 
i 
.1use the higher arithmetic processes and can be enjoyed by 
!I 
II 
'I children in Grades 4 to 6. Money 1 measurements 1 the use of 
ij thermometers and compasses 1 cooking 1 camping 1 fishing 1 construc-
;i 
!i tion work 1 and calendar stories are listed to appeal to the 
:I 
,i divers interests of the pre-adolescent child. 
:I 
d 
li 
il I. 
!I 
li 
n II li 
'I 
'I I 
:,··I 
Stories for Kindergarten to Grade 3: 
Snowwhite and the Seven Dwarfs -(numbers to 7}. 
The Story of The Three Bears- (numbers to 3). 
Five Little Peppers- (numbers to 5). 
-
Ask Mr. Bear by Marjorie Flack - (numbers to 8) -
The story of Danny who wanted to get his mother a 
i 
ij birthday present that was different and the animals he asked for;l 
I [suggestions • It is a cumulative story that leads into a dis-
. i
.i cuss ion of numbers. 
II 
:1 ~ ~ of Peter Rabbit by Beatrix Potter (Warne 
\1 Publishing Company) - (numbers to 6) -
II 
II The story of Mother Rabbit 1 Flopsy, Mopsy, Cotton-
·I 
!I 
:I 
:I 
-- iF=--
i tail, and Peter and their adventures in Mr. McGregor 1 s garden. 
\!The garden vegetables as well as the bunnies lead to tbe use of 
number concepts. 
i 
Grandmother's Buttons by George and Doris Hauman-
(numbers to 12) -
As it was raining Peter had to remain indoors. 
!Unfortunately Grandmother knew of no stories about soldiers, but 
:i 
:f she let Peter string 12 buttons from her box and told him 
I 
:i stories about them. I 
;I 
·I 
,! 
I 
I 
'I 
The Little House With No Doors And No Windows - author 
lunknown - (numbers to 5) -
•I 
'I The delightful fall story about the little boy who 
ii ;i 
:i 
'I 
I ii 
ildiscovered a little red house with no doors and no windows which'! 
I 
~~had a five-pointed star inside. The children can also make 
!1 this same discovery by cutting an apple in half (cross-wise). 
" d 
:' Little Sheep One, Two, Three by Marjorie Allen Anderson, 
'I 
!I from TOLD UNDER THE BLUE UMBRELLA, page 13, The MacMillan 
il 
ij Company, New York, 1945 - (numbers to 3) -
ij 
:I 
d The adventures of Sheep One, Two, and Three who 
' I 
I 
,j 
I !first became hungry, then thirsty, and sleepy. This short story,: 
' 
I 
!leads into a discussion of numbers one, two, and three very 
l 
I 
!easily. 
! 
f Paddy's Three Pets by Mary G. Phillips, from TOLD UNDER 
! 
.I 
j THE BLUE UMBRELLA, page 43, The MacMillan Company, New York, 
'11945 - (numbers to 3) -
I 
1 The story of the three little animals Paddy's father; 
I 
I 
I 
r\:.. 
I 
I 
I 
II 
•I 
i! 
=r 
!i brought and 
:I what he learned about them. 
d 
Children can then talkii 
:i 
ii of their pets and try to discover how many each has and how 
r: 
•1 many Paddy had. They can show the number by drawing Paddy's 
'I 
!I pets or finding them in the Ufarm animal" book. 
:! 
·I 
I 
·I 
:I 
Sagebrush Babies by Alice Day Pratt 1 from TOLD UNDER THE 
.• BLUE UMBRELLA 1 page 52, The MacMillan Company, New York, 1945 -
I 
i 
,I il (numbers to 6) !I 
'! The story of how Peggy discovers Mother Sage Rabbit 
'I 
r\ and her six babies. This can easily be made to lead into a 
!I i discussion of numbers. 
i! 
·I 
·: The Little Blue Dishes - author untraced - from TOLD 
-'I 
!! il UNDER THE BLUE UMBRELLA, page 55 1 The MacMillan Company, New 
!I 
!j i1 York, 1945 - (numbers to 10) -
:; 
~I The beautiful German Christmas story of Peterkin 
lj and his little sister Gretchen. When Christmas came, they went :1 
'I !j 
il to the toy 
i• 
store and saw -- opportunity to enumerate ten toys. 
~i When 
I' 
:I 
1 blue 
I 
asked what she liked best, Gretchen declared, "The little 
dishes." During the tale an older brother eats the gift 
\ Peterkin got for Gretchen, so he goes to his bank in which he 
'! 
:! has ten (count) pennies, and runs to the store and gets the 
;I 
i 
:[ only gift left for ten (count) pennies, which was the little 
i! ,, 
11 blue dishes. Although Peterkin never really understood what 
happened to the candy he had put into Gretchen's stocking, he 
was as happy as his sister with her gift. 
I 
I 
;! 
:! 
JB4 

II 
il 
il 
II 
·' 
'I 
~ ... -)6'· 
.I 
- . -- --- --- +=-
d 
I 
A Penny ~ Candy by Louise L. Devine, Rand, McNally & ! 
Company, Chicago, Illinois - (numbers to 5) -
I 
The story of five children who find a penny (severa~ 
fl times) and go to the store to buy candy. The numbers are 
!I repeated frequently and can lead to a discussion either of 
11 money values or numbers. 
i,[ 
!I 
'I 
,I 
'I 
il 
'I 
Three Little Kittens - {numbers to 3) -
The perennial tale of the "three little kittens who 
lost their mittens" is good as an introduction to the number 
system. By the use of pictures, the children can count the 
kittens, the mittens, the pies, etc. 
Five Little Firemen by Margaret Wise Brown and Edith 
Thatcher Hurd, Simon and Schuster, New York - (numbers to 5, 
ordinals) -
The story of the Five Little Firemen is an 
i/ excellent way of introducing ordinal numbers, as it tells of 
I 
the actions of the first little fireman, the second little fire~ I 
II 
I' 
II 
'I 
il 
I 
! 
II 
" il 
'I II 
man, etc. 
The Poky Little Puppy by Janette Sebring Lowrey, Simon 
and Schuster, New York - (numbers to 5) -
The delightful little story of five little puppies 
who venture into the wide, wide world. Occasionally they pause 
and count themselves, only to find one, the poky little puppy, 
is missing. This is a favorite story with children, and leads 
into a discussion of cardinal numbers up to and beyond five. 
:I 
i 
!I 
========-~#~-=-=--~--===-=-=--=-=---=-==~~========~~==========~ 
!I 
.I 
I 
., 
Make Way For The Ducklings by McClosley, Viking Press, 
!INew York, 1941 - (numbers to 8) 
!! 
:I The charming little story of Mr. and Mrs. Mallard ,, 
,land their eight adorable ducklings. The setting is in Boston, 
r! 
!!Commonwealth Avenue, and the Public Gardens. The children gain ,, 
;i 'I 
'Jnumber experiences remembering the names and numbers of the 
d 
(j ducklings. 
:I 
:I Cecily G. And The Nine Monkeys by H. A. Rey, Houghton-
I 
~\Mifflin Company, 1942 - (numbers to 9) -
A story of Cecily Giraffe who befriends a family of 
nine monkeys and their exciting experiences. This story easily 
leads to counting. 
Building by Dorothy Baruch, from TOLD UNDER THE BLUE 
1
UMBRELLA, page 7, The MacMillan Company, New York, 1945 -
I ii (numbers to 3) -
!I 
:I The story of Bobby Joe who has a Teddy Bear, a 
' I 
Brown Cow, and a Pink Pig. He builds a house for each and counti 
:I 
them - one, two, three. This story leads to the counting of 
.other objects in the schoolroom. 
! 
Stories for Grades 4 to 6: 
!I 
A Trailer Trip from ARITHMETIC FOR YOUNG AMERICA by 
!!John R. Clark et al, Chapter 2, page 40; World Book Company, 
:I 
!INew York. 
II 
d !i 
The Great Zeppelins from CHAMPION ARITHMETICS by Brown, 
.,_ 
:Mirick, Guy, Eldridge, Book I; Row, Peterson and Company, 
i 
/i 
--4 
!I - m '*=-·· 
il Evans ton, Illinois, 1937. 
:t 
!I 
II 
i 
Playing Airplane from LET'S LOOK AROUND by Gates and Ayerl, 
!I P• 340-361 - (reading large numbers). 
1
1 The Junior Book of Camping and Woodcraft by Bernard s. 
11 Mason; A. s. Barnes and Company, New York, 1943 - (thermometer) 
:I 
il Reading weather signs. The book is illustrated to 
~ I ji ~1 show men and boys the way to do things on a camping trip. 
II 
/1 There are many line drawings in the margin showing how such 
" 
'I l, things should be done - or shouldn't be done. 
,I i! 
,I !I 
II 
Lawn Games by John R. Tunis; A. s. Barnes and Company, 
tl New York, 1943 - (rectangles and squares). 
11 Brief discussions about different games, followed 
:I ~ I by rules for each in condensed form. Games are: archery, 
badminton, croquet, deck tennis, horseshoes, lawn bowls, 
q shuffleboard, clock golf, darts, volley ball. 
lj 
il 
II 
II I, 
:1 
!I 
'I 
:I 
I 
I 
~ Safe-Way Club by Catherine T. Bryce; Thomas Nelson 
and Sons, New York, 1938- (money and cost). 
A piece of orange peel carelessly thrown on the 
sidewalk by Peter caused an elderly gardener to fall and hurt 
himself quite seriously. Remorse drove Peter to make up to the:i 
i man for his loss of time and money. After that, the next step 
II 
'I 
1/ was the founding of the Safe-Way Club, with Peter at the head, 
II 
I< 
11 and all the children in the block as members. 
:I 
I 
1 Danny's Country Store by Helen F. Orton; Frederick A. 
' Stokes Company, Philadelphia, 1936 - (money, weights and 
I 
:1 
lj 
,, ,, 
i! 
measures). 
IOL 
" >7c~ 
Danny was ten, and he knew where everything was in 
:jMr• Reade's little country store, so he was a great help in 
!Jsorting mail, or waiting on customers. Whatever the job, he did 
,i 
:lit 
'I 
'I 
:! 
! 
well, and in time he earned his reward - a pony. 
' 
i 
Let's Start A Stamp Collection by Johns. Turner; Frederi~k 
'I 
!lA• Stokes Company, Philadelphia, 1940 - (addition and subtractio1). 
!j This begin,s with a historical outline of the purpose .i 
:jand early use of stamps~ The author tells methods and means of : 
'I 
I 
,jcollecting stamps. He discusses various papers used and how to 
;!detect the different kinds. He advises the tools necessary, 
:, ii 
journals~ 
:: 
•I 
;j iigives the name ani price of reliable weekly and monthly 
II 
:;He devotes one chapter to United States stamps. 
•I 
i! 
I 
i Playing With Clay by Ida Wheeler; The MacMillan Company, 
New York, 1927- (measurements). 
Interspersed with these stories of potters in all 
ages and all countries are simple directions to children for the 
making of clay objects. 
Small Creations For Your Tools by Hazel F. Showalter; 
Bruce Publishing Company, Milwaukee, 1943- (measurements). 
78 plates show patterns for toys, small household 
,j 
I 
! 
i! articles, desk gadgets, and small objects of art is tic design. 
!I 
!very good, but expensive. 
Let's Go Fishing by Lee WUlff; Frederick A. Stokes 
philadelphia, 1939- (measurements). 
For the boy who likes to go fishing. It describes 
1 the fish most commonly caught, which baits to use for them, 
'I 
i and even how to clean and cook them. The tackle need not cost 
il over 15¢', so that almost any boy can fix his own equipment, if 
!i 
'I he wanted to. 
il 
'i Jud Goes Camping by Bernard S. Mason; A. S. Barnes and 
il Company, New York, 1941 - (measur em en ts and fractions ) • 
'I II 
'I d 
!I 
II 
il 
\I 
In story form, this book reveals the secrets of 
good camping, from the choice of a campsite and the building 
of a lean-to to the intricacies of camp housekeeping and camp 
cooking. 
How To Make Marionettes by Edith F. Ackley; Grosset and 
il 
:I Dunlap, Inc., New York - (measurements). 
I 
!i 
il 
I! 
i 
n 
Homemade Dolls in Foreign Dress by Nina R. Jordan; 
Harcourt, Brace & Company, Inc., New York, - (measurements). 
Pictures and designs of dolls to make and dolls to 
buy. 
Holiday Handicraft by Nina R. Jordan; Harcourt, Brace & 
'I 
'! Company, Inc., New York, 1938 - (measurements). i 
'I 
i 
i 
i 
I 
Illustrated manual on making of gifts and favors 
for important holidays. Beginning with Christmas, the book 
, progresses month by month to Thanksgiving. 
!I 
i 
': 
I ) '1 . 
'I· _.t 0 
: 
The ~ Housekeeping See And ~ by Mariska Karasz; I 
'I 
--: 
I 
II 
., 
11 
I' 
1: 
il 
Frederick A. stokes Company, Philadelphia, 1943- (measurements~. 
Step-by-step directions are given for making a !I 
traycloth, a bookcover, a stuffed animal, a pin cushion, a 
skating cap and a skirt. 
:I 
The Critter~ by Ellen Simon; Holiday House, Inc., 'i 
I 
!I New York, 1940 - (measurements). 
:J 
',I 
Suggestions for making small toys out of cork, nut-
I I • 
,! 
Jshells, twigs, string, paper, cones, etc. The text is illustratr 
/lwith colored pictures scattered through the book. 
i! The Wonderful Wonders of One-Two-Three by David Eugene 
! 
:jsmith; McFarlane, Warde, McFarlane, Inc., Rochester, New York, 
!i 
111937 - (his tory of numbers and games). 
I~ i 
Explains the historical background of arithmetic and 
il jfiguring, magic squares and circles, in general terms, under-
,, 
:I 
1
! standable for grades 4 to 8. 
il 
!I il, Let's Cook by Nancy Hawkins; Alfred A. Knopf, Inc., New 
., 
!I !York, 1942- (fractions and measurements). 
'i 
:! 
:I 
A cookbook designed for beginners. Contains a sec-
il tion on general directions; one on cold dishes and one on 
" I I 
cooked dishes; and a final one, giving a diversity of menus for 
everyday or special occasions. written for children of the 
fourth grade. 
Airplane Andy by Sanford Tousey; Doubleday, Doran and 
Company, Inc., New York, 1943- (reading a compass). 
Andy accompanies his pilot father on a trip to 
washington in a big passenger plane. He later helps to bring 
the new Howard plane to safety through a storm. 
Twelve Months Make A ~ by Elizabeth Coatsworth; 
The MacMillan Company, New York, 1943- (calendar). 
A story for every month of the year, each about a 
=#= i 
i 
:I 
'I 
I 
'I 
i 
. !01 
"--
J1seasonal activity. 
!I 
The scene is New England, and the children 
1
are the girls, Jean and Lydia, and their little brother, Mark. 
,, 
!I 
!I 
'I 
"I 
ii 
:I 
II 
il 
ii 
I 
I 
I 
I 
! 
ll 
II 
II d 
il 
I 
! 
Tick Took, A Story Of Time by Harry Eugene Flynn and 
Chester Benford Lund; D. C. Heath and Company, Boston -
(calendar) • 
:i 
1 
,I 
I 
/ 
-~ 
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